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Background and objectives

Since 1983, The Packer has sponsored 35 

major consumer studies to track trends in the 

purchases and consumption of fresh produce. 

These studies have documented the fluctuation 

in purchases of specific fruits and vegetables as 

well as changing attitudes toward various pro-

duce industry issues. Fresh Trends represents 

the only ongoing consumer research study that 

is available to the entire industry.

This year consumers were surveyed via an 

online study fielded from Nov. 17, 2017 to Nov. 

20, 2017. The study was answered by 1,000 

targeted respondents who are members of 

a nationwide consumer panel. The outgoing 

sample was balanced to mirror the U.S. popu-

lation where possible in terms of gender, age, 

ethnicity and household income. 

Representatives from The Packer designed 

the survey. WorldAPP provided the Key Survey 

software used to program the survey. Survey 

Sampling International, a global provider of 

sampling solutions for survey research, sup-

plied the sample for the survey. Recalibrate 

Strategies provided the data tables and sup-

porting graphics of the results. 

Results include households that bought at 

least one of the more than 50 listed fresh fruits 

or vegetables in the past 12 months. The first 

question asked which fruits and vegetables 

consumers purchased in the past 12 months. 

Additionally, only those who are responsible 

for all, most, or equally share some of the 

grocery shopping for their household were 

included in the final sample, and partici-

pants had to be age 18 or older. Data were 

also gathered about varieties purchased and 

organic purchases. Other topics included a 

section of questions about produce habits 

over the past few years, economic and demo-

graphic factors affecting produce purchases, 

and online purchasing habits. 

Any survey sample is subject to some degree 

of error. One type of error results from the fact 

that only selected individuals are surveyed, 

rather than the entire population, also known 

as the margin of error. The margin of error at 

the 95% confidence level for the Fresh Trends 

2018 survey is +/-3.1%. This means the numbers 

are within +/-3.1% of what is true for the entire 

population. For example, if something is true of 

85% percent of consumers surveyed, you can be 

95% sure that it’s true between 81.9% and 88.1% 

of all produce users.

The other types of errors that may occur are 

in the areas of measurement, data process-

ing and/or interpretive errors. The Packer, 

WorldAPP and Recalibrate Strategies use qual-

ity procedures that ensure such errors are kept 

to a minimum.

editor’s note
The young & trendy aren’t  
always healthy eaters    By Greg Johnson

Y
oung people are invincible.  

Most of us who are past those days can still 

remember them. 

Do we remember eating and drinking 

poorly? We probably did, which means we’re not 

much different than today’s youth. 

According to this year’s Fresh Trends consumer 

survey, the age group of 18-39  – which made up half 

of our respondents – consistently said they purchased 

fewer fresh fruits and vegetables than the older age groups. 

This isn’t going to be a millennial-bashing column. At last year’s 

Midwest Produce Expo, presented by The Packer, our theme was Millennial 

Mindset, and our education program was focused on this large age group.

One of our speakers, Matt Beaudreau, said millennials are about five 

years behind in maturing like previous generations, such as getting 

married, having a mortgage and having a family.

But you really have to split the roughly 80 million in this generation in 

half, he said. One half are the stereotypical basement dwellers who aren’t 

maturing at all, and the 

other half are following 

a more typical path to 

adulthood, which also 

means eating better 

and feeding others 

in their family more 

healthy food, such 

as fresh fruits and 

vegetables.

Just like there are 

differences in this 18-

39 age group, there are 

fresh produce items 

that see a big purchase 

gap between younger 

consumers and older, 

and items that don’t.

For instance, see the 

chart top left for some 

items where there’s a 

big gap. And the chart 

bottom left is the items 

where there’s little to no gap. First, the fruits and vegetables that the 18-39 

age group isn’t purchasing enough are the big ones, the well-established, 

the traditional. Clearly, they need to grow up. But the ones they buy more 

than some other groups are some of the trendiest, higher growth fruits and 

vegetables, so give them some credit. There’s good reason to believe these 

produce items will continue to grow. 

18-39 40-49 50-58 59+

Bananas: 64% 81% 82% 82%

Carrots: 49% 70% 70% 74%

Celery: 33% 54% 60% 66%

Cucumbers: 38% 63% 55% 58%

Onions: 56% 76% 70% 81%

Peppers: 41% 61% 71% 65%

Potatoes: 58% 74% 79% 81%

Sweet potatoes: 29% 44% 45% 53%

Tomatoes: 54% 75% 77% 79%

18-39 40-49 50-58 59+

Artichokes: 10% 7% 12% 9%

Avocados: 35% 44% 47% 37%

Kale: 18% 17% 21% 19%

Mangoes: 22% 31% 25% 16%

Papayas: 10% 9% 8% 6%

Pomegranates: 15% 17% 14% 11%

Specialty 

peppers: 21% 23% 27% 13%
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top 20 fruits & vegetables

*Percentage notes the portion of survey respondents who have bought this item in the past 12 months.

1 Potatoes 68%

2 Onions 66%

3 Tomatoes 65%

4 Carrots 60%

5 Bell peppers 53%

6 Lettuce 53%

7 Broccoli 51%

8 Salad mix 50%

9 Cucumbers 49%

10 Celery 46%

11 Corn 45%

12 Mushrooms 42%

13 Garlic 41%

14 Spinach 40%

15 Green beans 39% 

16 Sweet potatoes 38%

17 Green onions 33%

18 Caulifl ower 33%

19 Cabbage 33%

20 Asparagus 30%

1 Bananas  73%

2 Apples  69%

3 Grapes  62%

4 Strawberries  62%

5 Oranges  56%

6 Watermelon  54%

7 Lemons  48%

8 Blueberries 45%

9 Peaches  42% 

10 Pineapple  42%

11 Avocados  39%

12 Cantaloupe  38%

13 Cherries  34%

14 Limes  33% 

15 Pears  32% 

16 Raspberries  31%

17 Blackberries  28%

18 Plums  23%

19 Mangoes  23%

20 Honeydew  22%

Fruits* Vegetables*



Discover how our experience and expertise 
delivering quality produce make us the safest
bet for your tropical needs. Call us today at 
(855) 4-FYFFES for a winning partnership.
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overview

Sales looking bright
Age & income drive fresh produce purchases
By Janice M. Kresin

Y
outh is often touted as a good thing. 

For produce marketing, however, 

maturity may be coveted by industry 

leaders, and we’re not talking about 

product ripeness. Age, income and 

family structure rise to the top as key 

drivers of produce sales. Affluent consumers and those 

older than 40, as a general rule, are more apt to buy 

fresh fruits and vegetables than other demographic 

groups this year, and, in fact, it’s a multi-year trend. 

It’s not completely clear whether the youngest 

shoppers surveyed (those age 18-39) are eating out 

more and, therefore, don’t prepare as many meals at 

home, or if they’re just not buying as much produce as 

older generations, but for many items (carrots, peaches, 

sweet potatoes, lemons, green onions, cantaloupe, 

celery, grapefruit, corn, cucumbers, garlic, green beans, 

grapes, to name a few) shoppers age 40 and older were 

much more likely to buy. And while some items are 

favored by families without kids, as a general rule, the 

more kids there are living at home, the more produce 

those families will buy.

Regardless of exactly why, it’s clear that consumers 

are quick to snatch up fresh produce.

Nearly eight in 10 of respondents (77%) to Fresh 

Trends this year said they purchased fresh fruits in 

the past 12 months, and 74% said they bought fresh 

vegetables last year. It’s important to point out that these 

purchases can’t all be attributed to mealtime. In fact, 

two-thirds of respondents said they are grabbing fresh 

produce items as a snack more today than they did five 

years ago, and 60% said they snack on fresh produce 

more than one year ago.

Overall, three-fourths of Fresh Trends 2018 

respondents said they were eating more fresh fruits 

and vegetables now than they did five years ago; 69% 

claimed to eating more fresh produce than one year 

ago. When looking at the past two decades, 76% said 

they are buying a larger variety of fresh produce now 

than they did 20 years ago. P
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A look at local produce
Weekly trips to the supermarket seem to be the norm 

for many shoppers; 46% said they shop for fresh fruits 

and vegetables four times a month. The most popular 

store formats included Walmart, regional supermarkets 

(Safeway, Kroger, etc.) and Aldi. However, when asked 

where they preferred to shop for fresh produce, 31% said 

farmers markets and 29% said 

a chain discount store (like 

Walmart, Target, etc.).

Nearly two-thirds of 

shoppers (64%) said they 

felt strongly about keeping 

food dollars in their own 

community. Forty-three 

percent of shoppers said they 

made a point to buy locally 

grown produce. (And 61% of 

respondents said they would 

purchase locally grown items 

if price was not an issue.)

For many shoppers, buying 

locally grown produce is a “feel good” thing. In fact, 

46% of respondents said they bought local product 

because it made them feel good about their purchases. 

Thirty-seven percent said they believed the quality of 

local produce was better; and 31% said they felt local 

product was healthier because of fewer pesticides and 

chemicals, though there’s no evidence for this idea.

Half of all shoppers said they sought out local or 

regional produce at their supermarket all year long, 

and 45% said they look to buy local, homegrown items 

at a farmers market. Slightly more than one-quarter of 

respondents said they made a purchase during special 

“locally grown” events at their supermarket.

A method to the madness
It’s no surprise that good health is the motivating factor 

behind most produce purchases. More than seven in 10 

consumers said they were eating more fresh produce now 

because they want to incorporate more nutrients into their 

diet. Fifteen percent were nudged in that direction upon a 

recommendation from their health care provider.

One-third of shoppers noted that they tried to eat 

more fresh foods instead of processed foods in the past 

12 months. Forth-six percent of shoppers said they eat 

at home more often than they did a year ago.

What entices shoppers to try new things? In-store 

sampling was the No. 1 motivation, with 43% of shoppers 

saying that tasting a new item in store convinced 

them to buy it. Hearing about an item from a friend 

or neighbor was also a good driver of sales, as 38% of 

shoppers said they made the decision to try a new 

produce item based on word-of-mouth advertising. 

Nearly a third of buyers (31%) were enticed to try 

something new because of a 

sale. In fact, 64% of respondents 

said that buying items on sale 

was a key way they kept their 

food budget in check.

Avocados were the No. 1 

item that shoppers said they 

purchased this year that they 

did not buy previously, followed 

by asparagus, bell peppers, and 

broccoli.

Forty percent of respondents 

said they prefer to buy 

what is healthy, and they 

do so when they can get a 

good deal. Fourteen percent said they buy what is 

healthy regardless of the price (of course, the highest 

percentage of those respondents were those in the top 

income bracket earning $100,000 or more annually).

Category spotlight
Most fruits and vegetables remained relatively stable in 

their likelihood of purchase, only varying one or two 

percentage points from last year. Kale, green beans, 

pineapple and watermelon were the top items that 

showed growth from last year, according to Fresh 

Trends 2018.

With that growth, pineapple moved up three spots, 

from the 12th most popular fruit to No. 9 on the list. 

Cantaloupe slipped from No. 10 in Fresh Trends 2017 to 

No. 12 this year.

Last year was the first time in several years that 

mangoes did not make the Top 20 list, but they’re back 

this year at No. 19. Honeydew also inched its way onto 

the list at No. 20; the two items bumped out nectarines 

and grapefruit.

Onions inched out tomatoes as the second most 

popular vegetable in Fresh Trends 2018. In fact, 

tomatoes showed one of the largest year-to-year drops 

(just behind potatoes). Bell peppers jumped three spots, 

from No. 8 in Fresh Trends 2017 to No. 5 this year. 

Nearly eight in 10 of 
respondents (77%) to 

Fresh Trends this year 
said they purchased 

fresh fruits in the past 
12 months, and 74% 

said they bought fresh 
vegetables last year. 
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W
ith the diverse number and types 

of store formats in the marketplace 

these days, including digital options, 

you’d think shoppers would be 

overwhelmed with choices of places 

to shop for fresh fruits and vegetables. 

Overwhelmed or not,  
old habits die hard.
The majority of shoppers interviewed for Fresh Trends 

2018 (69%) said that they buy fresh produce primarily 

at their traditional supermarket, despite the plethora 

of alternative store formats like Aldi, Sprouts, Natural 

Grocers and others.

And while new store formats may not entice all 

consumers to change their shopping venues, they have 

been driving a change in shopping habits.

More than a third of Fresh Trends respondents (35%) 

noted that the availability of new store formats has 

helped to increase the amount of produce they buy. 

Sixty percent of those shoppers said that it was sheer 

numbers that increased their produce purchases — an 

increased number/better variety of fresh fruits and 

vegetables available at the new store formats inspired 

them to buy more produce. Another 30% said they 

bought more produce because more competition 

among stores drove prices down. Nearly four in 10 

(39%) said that a new store format itself was a low-

price leader, therefore bringing better prices to the 

marketplace and allowing them to buy more fresh 

produce.

Analyzing online shopping
As online shopping has evolved 

from books to everyday supplies to 

grocery items, consumers are slowly 

embracing the change.

Forty-four percent of respondents 

to Fresh Trends 2018 said they would 

consider purchasing fresh fruits 

and vegetables online and using 

a supermarket curbside pickup or 

WhatÕs the future for produce?
By Janice M. Kresin

Would 
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delivery program (like Amazon, Instacart or a local 

supermarket program).

The clear advantage to online shopping (with 

consumers either picking items up curbside or having 

them delivered) was convenience and time savings. 

Of those respondents who said they’d consider online 

shopping for produce, 74% listed the fact that online 

ordering could be done anytime as the No. 1 thing 

that was “important” or “extremely important.” Second 

most important was that consumers didn’t have to 

actually spend time in the store shopping (72% ranked 

this as “important” or “extremely 

important”).

Shoppers also liked that 

online shopping offered easy-

pay options; they liked that they 

didn’t have to have cash or a 

credit card in hand once they 

set up an account.

More than half of Fresh 

Trends 2018 respondents (56%) 

said they would not consider purchasing fresh produce 

online as part of a supermarket curbside pickup or 

delivery program.

 Those who were not interested in online shopping 

for produce were primarily concerned that a personal 

shopper would not choose produce items the way they 

like them — wrong size, ripeness, variety, etc. In fact, 

47% of this group said this factor ranked as “important” 

or “extremely important.” 

Nearly 8 in 10 shoppers (79%) said that the key reason 

Wouldn’t 
shop

online

56%

79% of  
shoppers
Want to choose 

their own  

produce

they wouldn’t want to use online shopping for produce 

was that they wanted to touch/feel/see produce 

themselves for firmness/ripeness. 

Of less importance was the fact that they’d be driving 

by the store anyway (59% listed this as “important” or 

“extremely important” when making the decision about 

online shopping).

Costs were another top concern for purchasing 

fresh items as part of a supermarket curbside pickup or 

delivery program. Shoppers who were against the idea 

said that delivery fees made the service unaffordable 

(with 56% ranking that factor as important or higher), 

and 48% had strong concerns that online shopping 

meant they couldn’t take advantage of sales or 

promotions.

There’s clearly more work to do in persuading 

consumers that online shopping is a viable option for 

fresh items. Produce marketers will need to focus on 

convincing shoppers to trust someone else to be their 

“eyes and ears,” and deliver a product that is worthy of 

the most intense scrutiny. 
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Solid performers
Purchasing patterns continue at a steady pace
By Janice M. Kresin

N
ew products hit the market 

every month. New technologies 

in farming expand the category 

each year. New ideas in marketing 

broaden its reach. Organic produce 

is a powerhouse. 

Consumers have taken note. While it seems like the 

hype over organics continues to grow, studies show 

that shoppers have been steadily eyeing the category for 

years. Twenty-seven percent of shoppers responding 

to Fresh Trends 2018 said that organic produce was 

something that they “typically buy”; five years ago 

28% of respondents said the same. According to this 

year’s research, only three items showed a downturn 

in periodic organic purchases — for every other item, 

interest was equal to or greater than last year. 

Income and age are some of the top demographic 

predictors of organic purchases. Consumers with 

ample income are happy to spend it on organic fruits 

and vegetables. Affluent consumers, particularly those 

earning $100,000 or more annually, were more likely 

to spend the extra money it takes to secure organic 

product than those in other demographic groups, 

according to Fresh Trends 2018. The Organic Trade 
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Association reports that organic fruits and vegetables 

comprised $14.4 billion in sales in 2015, according to its 

“2016 Organic Industry Survey.” 

Age is a factor
But trends show that age also factors in. It’s safe to 

speculate that the youngest shoppers 

(in this case those age 18-39) likely 

have extra disposable income 

because their families are smaller, 

making them more likely to choose 

organics because they can afford 

it. Older shoppers (who also tend 

to have smaller families) often have 

enough income that the added cost 

of organics is not an issue. 

That being said, it’s clear that 

consumers continually weigh the 

perceived value of organics (financial, 

health and environmental) against the 

increased cost of organic products. 

Sixty-one percent of buyers said 

they consciously weighed whether 

the increased price of organics was 

worth the cost at the supermarket. The 

threshold of satisfaction seems to hit 

at right about 25%. Forty percent of 

respondents to Fresh Trends 2018 said 

they were willing to pay 10% to 24% 

more for organic produce over the 

cost of conventional. The next highest 

group was only willing to pay up to 

10% more for organics (31% of buyers 

said so). Fifty-five percent of shoppers 

said they would buy organic fresh 

produce if price was not an issue.

Organic leaders
When it came to specific items, 

Asian pears, kale, cranberries, and 

artichokes were the top products that 

shoppers said they always bought as 

organic. Nearly half of buyers (47%) 

said they selected organic fruits and 

vegetables for their nutrient content. 

Six in 10 shoppers said they sought 

out certified organic produce to avoid 

chemicals on their food. Items that 

are not so popular in organic form 

included cantaloupe, honeydew, celery, nectarines, 

watermelon and onions, which were the top items that 

were purchased as conventionally grown in the past 

year. Organic availability of those items is surely a factor.

Most consumers in search of organics head to their 

regional supermarket or large chain discount store (like 

Sustainability is the Fruit  

of Healthy Communities

Organics Unlimited provides the freshest 

and highest quality USDA certified organic 

bananas grown with your health, the 

environment and our workers in mind. 

Four generations of our family have honed 

our expertise. Get to know the most 

responsible banana you’ll ever meet at 

organicsunlimited.com.
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Walmart or Target) — 75% of buyers said they picked up organic at one of 

these two types of stores. Regardless of where consumers shop, opportunity 

abounds in this category. For those looking to maximize their reach, 

targeting shoppers younger than 40 and those earning less than $50,000 

annually are worth considering.  

Top items purchased as organic only

ORGANIC ORGANIC

Asian pears Kale 

ORGANIC
ORGANIC

Cranberries Artichokes / Eggplant / 
Papaya / Sprouts

Top items periodically purchased as organic

Kale Papaya

Sprouts Asian pears

1 2

3 4

1 2

3 4

Contact us 
for more info!

(520) 377-2202

team@covilli.com

Our new 
line of 

ORGANIC
fruit is

Apples 

Valencia Oranges 

Navel Oranges 

Persian Limes 

Lemons

Key Limes 

Pineapples
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apples
A HEARTY GREEN APPLE KNOCKED OFF RED 

DELICIOUS as the variety of choice for the fi rst time 

ever — Granny Smiths claimed the top spot in Fresh 

Trends 2018. In fact, the once-dominant red delicious 

variety fell to third place this year. Consumers chose the 

American cultivar honeycrisp as the No. 2 most popular 

apple variety in Fresh Trends 2018. We’ve watched the 

honeycrisp steadily climb up the apple charts in Fresh 

Trends (it came in at No. 7 fi ve years ago, at No. 6 in 2014 

and 2015, fi fth in Fresh Trends 2016 and fourth last year). 

Not only is this apple sweet, but it grows well in cold 

climates, making a hit for many consumers. Gala apples 

tied red delicious in the No. 3 spot.

This crisp, crunchy fruit is produce’s answer to the 

snack food category. More than nine in 10 buyers said 

they selected apples as a snack, and this concept is 

consistent year after year. Apples’ easy grab-and-go 

nature makes them simple to pack, and because they 

doesn’t require refrigeration, they attract consumers 

time and time again. Apples also take the cake as an 

ingredient in a recipe — more than 40%  of shoppers said 

they use them in that way. Consumers also 

think apples make a good dessert; 37%  

said so.

The likelihood of an apple 

purchase increased according 

to income and age; consumers 

in the lowest and youngest 

brackets were much less likely 

to buy the fruit than those who 

were more affl  uent and older. 

Shoppers age 59 and older 

were the most likely to buy 

apples overall, with eight in 10 

saying they made a purchase in 

the past year.

In this year’s survey, families 

without kids were more likely to 

Varieties consumers prefer to purchase 

Granny Smith ........ 16%

Honeycrisp................ 15%

Red delicious ............ 14%

Gala .............................. 14%

Fuji ................................. 9%

Golden delicious .......8%

Macintosh ................... 6%

Pink lady ...................... 4%

Braeburn .......................1%

Ambrosia ......................1%

Opal ................................1%

Jonathan .................... <1%

Jazz .............................. <1%

Pinata .......................... <1%

Sweetango ................. <1%

Other ..............................1%

No preference ............ 7%

69%  of 

customers 

purchased apples 

within the past 

12 months

As an ingredient in a recipe 41%

As a dessert 37%

As a salad 21%
As a side dish 19%
As an appetizer 16%
As a main dish 7%

Ways consumers use apples

As a snack  92%

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on household 

income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

gender

61% 76%

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

presence of 

childred

Have kids 67%

1 kid  65%

2 kids  68%

3 or more kids 73%
No kids 70%

58%   Less than $25

74% $100*+ 

70% $25-49.9

72% $50-99.9
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apples

2018), shoppers in the Northeast have 

comprised the region most likely to buy 

apples (once they tied with Westerners). 

Last year Midwesterners were most likely 

to buy.

Caucasian consumers and Hispanic 

of purchase, both groups were more likely to buy apples 

than those from other ethnic backgrounds. In fact, black 

and Asian shoppers were among the least likely to buy 

apples overall, along with those in the lowest income 

bracket. The likelihood of an apple purchase fell four 

percentage points from last year.

One-third of apple buyers purchased organic fruit at 

least some of the time, up from 30  who said the same 

last year. Asian shoppers and those earning more 

than $100,000 annually were the most likely to make 

a periodic organic apple purchase. Eleven percent of 

buyers said they always bought organic apples. 

Northeast  
70%

Likelihood of purchase based on region

West
66%

Midwest 
69%

South
69%

Likelihood of purchase based on age*

18-39 62%

40-49  72%

50-58  71%

59+  80%

*Considering primary household buyers

Likelihood of purchase 

based on ethnicity

White/Caucasian ...................................... 72%

Hispanic ......................................................... 71% 
Other ............................................................... 61% 
Black/African American ...........................54%
Asian ...............................................................54%

Types of produce purchased 

(among those who bought 

this item)

Conventional .................................... 62%

Other ...................................................... 61% 
Both conventional and organic ....22%
Organic ..................................................11%
Not sure ................................................... 4%

O
R

G
A

N
IC
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apricots
THE LIKELIHOOD OF AN APRICOT PURCHASE 

SLIPPED two percentage points from last year. Apricots 

were one of the least popular items of those studied in 

the Fresh Trends 2018 survey.

Western shoppers sought out the fuzzy fruit more 

than those in other regions this year. Southerners 

comprised the group least likely to buy apricots 

overall, along with Black shoppers. Hispanic and Asian 

shoppers (the ethnic groups most likely to buy) were 

twice as likely to purchase the summer fruit than Black 

shoppers.

One-third of apricot buyers said they selected organic 

fruit at least some of the time, a number up from 31% who 

said the same last year. Nine percent said they always 

bought organic apricots. 

9% of customers 

purchased apricots 

within the past 

12 months.

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

gender
8% 10%

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

presence of 

children

Have kids 8%

1 kid  5%

2 kids  9%

3 or more kids 15%
No kids  9%

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on household 

income

7%   Less than $25

13% $100*+ 

11% $25-49.9

7% $50-99.9

West
14%

Likelihood of purchase based on region

Northeast
9%

Midwest 
9%

South
6%

Likelihood of purchase based on age*

18-39 9%

40-49 8%

50-58 10%

59+  10%

*Considering primary household buyers

Likelihood of purchase 

based on ethnicity

Hispanic ................................................... 11% 
Asian ...............................................................10%
White/Caucasian ..........................................9%
Other .................................................................6% 
Black/African American ............................. 5%

Types of produce purchased 

(among those who bought 

this item)

  Conventional .................................. 64%

Both conventional and organic ....24%
Organic ................................................... 9%
Not sure ................................................... 3%
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artichokes
LIKELY BECAUSE THEY’RE 

GROWN NEARBY, artichokes 

are popular with Western 

shoppers — they were the 

most likely group to buy the 

vegetable overall and were 

two to three times more likely 

to purchase artichokes than 

those in other regions. Fresh 

Trends 2018 marks the sixth 

year in a row that the West 

has been the top region for 

artichokes.

The likelihood of an 

artichoke purchase increased 

according to income, as those 

in the top income bracket 

were nearly twice as likely to 

purchase the spiky vegetable 

as those earning less than 

$25,000 annually. Shoppers 

age 18-39 and those age 50-58 

were more likely to make a 

purchase than consumers in 

other age groups. 

The likelihood of an 

artichoke purchase 

increased one percentage 

point from last year.

Interest in organic 

artichokes is growing; 44% 

of buyers said they picked 

up organic artichokes in the 

past year, while 36% said the 

same in Fresh Trends 2017. 

Eighteen percent of buyers 

this year said they always 

selected organic artichokes, a 

number up four percentage 

points from last year. 

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on household 

income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

7%   Less than $25

13% $100*+ 

8% $25-49.9

10% $50-99.9

Purchased baby 

artichokes in 

the past year

YES
43%

Not 
sure
12%

NO
45%

West
18%

Likelihood of purchase based on region

Northeast 
9%

Midwest 
8%

South
8%

9%  of customers 

purchased artichokes 

within the past 

12 months.

Types of produce purchased 

(among those who bought this item)

Conventional 
53%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

26%

Organic
18%

Not 
sure
3%
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asian pears
DEMAND FOR ASIAN PEARS REMAINED STEADY from last year, 

with eight percent of shoppers saying they made a purchase in the 

past 12 months. The fruit was the least popular item in the Fresh Trends 

2018 survey.

As the name implies, this crunchy fruit is a star with Asian consumers; 

one-quarter of shoppers of that ethnicity said they bought the pears in 

the past year. (They’re more than three times as likely to grab the fruit 

as the average consumer.) 

The likelihood of a purchase increased according to income. 

Shoppers in the top income bracket were among the most likely to buy 

Asian pears, along with Western shoppers, after Asian consumers.

Consumers age 40-49 comprised the age group most likely to 

make a purchase, as was the case last year.

Of the small part of the population who bought Asian pears, 46% 

said they selected organic product at least some of the time; 49% said 

so last year. More shoppers leaned toward exclusive organic purchases, 

with nearly one-quarter of buyers (24%) saying they always bought 

organic Asian pears, according to Fresh Trends 2018.  

8%  of customers 

purchased Asian pears 

within the past 12 months.

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on household 

income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

5%   Less than $25

12% $100*+ 

5% $25-49.9

10% $50-99.9

West
12%

Likelihood of purchase based on region

Northeast 
6%

Midwest 
5%

South
8%

Likelihood of purchase based on age*

18-39 7%

40-49 10%

50-58 7%

59+ 7%

*Considering primary household buyers

Likelihood of purchase based on ethnicity

Asian .........................................................25%

Hispanic ...........................................................9% 
White/Caucasian ..........................................6%
Black/African American ............................. 5%
Other .................................................................9% 

Types of produce purchased 

(among those who bought this item)

Conventional 
50%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

22%

Organic
24%

Not 
sure
4%



asparagus
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THESE SLIM STALKS ARE WORKING THEIR 

WAY into consumers’ diets, as asparagus were 

the No. 2 item (tied with bell peppers) that 

consumers said they bought last year that they 

did not buy previously.

A decade-long trend shows that the 

likelihood of an asparagus purchase increases 

according to income. Shoppers on both coasts 

were more likely to buy the green stalks than 

those in the Midwest or South this year.

Men were 15 percentage points less likely 

to buy asparagus than women.

Nine percent of buyers said they always 

bought organic asparagus, as was the case 

last year. Twenty-eight percent said they 

bought organic product at least some of the 

time, a number up two percentage points 

from last year.

The likelihood of an asparagus purchase fell 

two percentage points from last year. 

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on household 

income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

gender

23% 38%

16%   Less than $25

43% $100*+ 

29% $25-49.9

35% $50-99.9

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 24%

40-49 34%

50-58 40%

59+ 35%

*Considering primary household buyers

30% of 

customers 

purchased 

asparagus within 

the past 12 months.

Types of produce 

purchased (among 

those who bought 

this item)

Conventional 
69%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

19%

Organic
9%

Not 
sure
3%

www.crystalvalleyfoods.com

Miami 305.591.6567 · Los Angeles  213.627.2383 

For over 24 years, Crystal Valley has been a 

leading, year-round importer and distributor of 

premium asparagus from Peru and Mexico. We are 

dedicated to delivering the freshest, highest- 

quality specialty fruits and vegetables to your 

doorstep, consistently and without compromise.   

QUALITY IS OUR  SPECIALTY 

A S P A R A G U S  ·  B A B Y  V E G E T A B L E S  ·  B E R R I E S  ·  F R E N C H  B E A N S   

P E P P E R S  ·  S U G A R  S N A P  P E A S  ·  S N O W  P E A S
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avocados
PROMOTED FOR THEIR CREAMY TEXTURE and “healthy” fat attributes, 

avocados were the No. 1 item that shoppers said they bought in the past 12 

months that they did not buy previously.

Income, region and ethnicity are all driving forces in avocado purchases. 

Hispanic shoppers were the most likely group overall to buy the green fruit, 

as more than half of Hispanic shoppers said they bought avocados in the 

past year. Shoppers in the highest income bracket were the second-most 

likely to buy the fruit overall. The likelihood of a purchase has increased 

according to income for 10 years now.

Likely because of easy access to product, Western shoppers were quite 

a bit more likely to buy avocados than those in other regions. This is a 

trend also in its 10th year.

Middle-aged consumers age 40-58 were more likely to buy the creamy 

fruit than those younger or older. Black shoppers were least likely to buy 

avocados overall.

While the likelihood of an only organic avocado purchase remained the same as 

last year at 12%, more shoppers selected organic product at least some of the time. Thirty-

eight percent of buyers said they made a periodic organic purchase in Fresh Trends 2018, a number 

up fi ve percentage points from last year.

39% 

of customers 

purchased avocados 

within the past 

12 months.

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on household 

income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

31%   Less than $25

55% $100*+ 

32% $25-49.9

42% $50-99.9

West
50%

Likelihood of purchase based on region
Northeast 
36%

Midwest 
30%

South
39%

Likelihood of purchase based on age*

18-39 35%

40-49 44%

50-58 47%

59+ 37%

*Considering primary household buyers

Likelihood of purchase 

based on ethnicity

Hispanic ...................................................57% 
Asian .............................................................. 40%
White/Caucasian ........................................38%
Other ...............................................................30% 
Black/African American ...........................26%

Types of produce 

purchased 

(among those who 

bought this item)

Conventional 
59%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

26%

Organic
12%

Not 
sure
3%
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bananas
HIGH IN POTASSIUM AND PROFOUNDLY PORTABLE, 

bananas are a kid-friendly, family-friendly powerhouse 

produce item that continues its reign as the top 

purchased item in the produce department. Nearly 

three-quarters of consumers said they bought 

bananas in the past 12 months.

This tropical fruit is aff ordable, and although the 

likelihood of a purchase increased according to 

income, the diff erence wasn’t as pronounced as with 

some other items. 

Although the soft, sweet fl esh makes this No. 1 fruit a prime 

pick for families with kids, shoppers without kids were slightly 

more likely to buy, at 74%, than those with kids, at 72%. 

The soft fruit is also popular with older consumers, 

particularly those age 50 and older, who were the most likely 

to buy after families with 3+ kids.

Caucasian consumers and Hispanic shoppers were more 

likely to buy the tropical fruit than those of other backgrounds. 

In fact, Asian shoppers, those in the “all other” ethnic group, 

and Black consumers were the least likely overall to buy 

bananas.

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on household 

income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on gender

66% 81%

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

presence of 

children

Have kids ................................. 72%

1 kid............................................ 70%

2 kids .........................................68%

3 or more kids   83%
No kids ...................................... 74%

66%   Less than $25

77% $100*+ 

72% $25-49.9

73% of customers 

purchased bananas 

within the past 12 months.

77% $50-99.9 

Likelihood of purchase based on age*

18-39 64%

40-49 81%

50-58 82%

59+ 82%

*Considering primary household buyers

Likelihood of purchase based on ethnicity

White/Caucasian ...................................76%

Hispanic ......................................................... 71% 
Black/African American ...........................63%
Other ............................................................... 61% 
Asian ...............................................................58%

Types of 

produce 

purchased 

(among those 

who bought 

this item)

Interest in organic bananas is on the rise. More 

than one-third of buyers (34%) said they purchased 

organic fruit at least some of the time (28% said the 

same last year). Twelve percent of buyers said they 

always chose organic bananas, a number up three 

percentage points from Fresh Trends 2017.  

Conventional 
62%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

22%

Organic
12%

Not 
sure
4%



For 125 years, Del Monte has stood as 

the freshest name in produce. After all, 

we’re fruit fanatics, which means we’re 

also quality fanatics. Innovation fanatics. 

Healthy-lifestyle fanatics. Food-safety 

fanatics. Sustainability fanatics. And, 

while we obsess over all the fruits we 

grow, we’re bananas about bananas.

FRESHDELMONTE.COM

1-800-950-3683

FRUITS.COM

FRUITFANATICS.COM

@DelMonteFreshProduce

@DelMonteFresh

@DelMonteFresh

DelMonteFresh

©2018 Del Monte Fresh Produce N.A., Inc.
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blackberries
AGE AND INCOME are defi nitive factors that aff ect 

blackberry purchases.

The likelihood of a purchase increased according to 

income. In fact, shoppers in the highest income bracket 

were more than twice as likely to buy blackberries as those 

earning less than $25,000 annually, the group least likely to 

buy the berries overall.

These dark-hued berries are more appealing to middle-age 

shoppers — those age 40-58 — who were more likely to buy 

them than those older or younger. 

While the berries are popular in all regions, shoppers in the 

South were more likely to buy the fruit than those in other regions. 

Over the years, consumers have been consistently interested in 

organic blackberries. Twelve percent of buyers in Fresh Trends 2018 

said they always bought organic berries, and 38% said they periodically 

purchased organic fruit. Consumers with three or more kids living at 

home and those earning $100,000 annually were the most likely to buy 

organic blackberries at least some of the time. 

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on household 

income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

17%   Less than $25

42% $100*+ 

26% $25-49.9

33% $50-99.9

South
30%

Likelihood of purchase based on region

West
28%

Midwest 
29%

Northeast
26%

Likelihood of purchase based on age*

18-39 25%

40-49 34%

50-58 37%

59+ 25%

*Considering primary household buyers

Likelihood of purchase based on ethnicity

White/Caucasian .......................................31%

Hispanic .........................................................28% 
Asian ............................................................... 21%
Other ............................................................... 21% 
Black/African American .......................... 20%

Types of produce purchased 

(among those who 

bought this item)

Conventional 
59%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

26%

Organic
12%

Not 
sure
3%

28%  of customers 

purchased blackberries 

within the past 

12 months.



blueberries
THE LIKELIHOOD OF A BLUEBERRY PURCHASE remained even 

from last year, with 45% of consumers each year saying they bought 

blueberries. 

The tiny globes were the fourth most popular item that shoppers said 

they bought this year that they did not buy previously, probably because 

of their nutrient-packed characteristics.

The likelihood of a blueberry purchase increased with income and age. 

Shoppers earning more than $100,000 annually and those age 50 and 

older were the most likely overall to buy these sweet berries.

The past three years, Asian shoppers have comprised the ethnic group 

most likely to buy blueberries, but this year Caucasian consumers 

took that title, with nearly half of those buyers saying they added 

blueberries to their carts in the past 12 months.

Families without kids at home were more likely to make a 

purchase this year than those with kids.

Consumers care about organic blueberries. Nearly four in 10 

(39%) of buyers said they purchased organic berries at least 

some of the time, up from 35% who said so last year. Seventeen 

percent said the always bought organic blueberries. 

45%  of customers 

purchased blueberries 

within the past 12 months.

>>>

FreshResults

110 S.E. 6th Street, Suite 2310 
Global Headquarters:

Organic Blueberries 
& Blackberries
Available Year-Round!

Call TODAY!  954.446.6566

freshresultsllc.com

Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33301
Tel: 954.446.6566    Fax: 954.446.6202

Email: sales@freshresults.com

Aggressive pricing programs will continue 
to attract first-time blueberry and 

blackberry consumers.   

Fresh Results brings the best quality berries to market due to the dedication, knowledge 

and experience of our growers.  Whether growing and packing in Georgia or the southern 

tip of Chile, overall eating experience and food safety are the cornerstones of our efforts. 

Our aggressive pricing programs and innovative packaging will lead to high store 

margins and the ultimate shopping experience for your customers.  
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blueberries
Likelihood of purchase based on region

West
44%

Midwest 
45%

Likelihood of purchase based on age*

18-39 37%

40-49 47%

50-58 53%

59+ 56%

*Considering primary household buyers

Likelihood of purchase based on ethnicity

White/Caucasian ......................................49%

Hispanic ........................................................ 40% 
Asian ............................................................... 31%
Black/African American ........................... 31%
Other ...............................................................30% 

Types of produce purchased 

(among those who bought 

this item)

Northeast
47%

South
43%

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on household 

income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

31%   Less than $25

59% $100*+ 

40% $25-49.9

51% $50-99.9

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on gender

37% 53%

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

presence of 

children

Have kids 42%

1 kid  41%

2 kids  42%

3 or more kids 47%
No kids  47%

O
R

G
A

N
IC Conventional ................................................●

Both conventional and organic .............●

Organic ..........................................................●

Not sure ..........................................................●

58%
22%

17%

3%



Discover what over 20 leading shipping lines already know: the fastest, most efficient course for perishables 

flows through Port Everglades. We’re Florida’s leading seaport in containerized cargo shipments, including 

handling nearly HALF of all refrigerated containers statewide. On-port cold storage facilities — and new 

opportunities for South America-to-South Florida fruit importing — gets produce to market faster, fresher 

and more efficiently by eliminating 2,000 miles and up to six days of transit time to Florida markets.

Put the power of Florida’s leading perishables port to work for you. Visit us at porteverglades.net  

or call 800-421-0188.

THE POWER OF

PERISHABLES
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broccoli
MORE PEOPLE ARE PUTTING THIS CRUCIFEROUS 

VEGETABLE into their carts and onto their plates. Broccoli was 

the No. 3 item that shoppers said they are buying now that 

they did not buy previously (it was the No. 2 item in that 

same category last year).

Families like broccoli, and those with kids are more 

likely to make a purchase, at 53%, than those without 

kids, at 50%. 

The likelihood of a broccoli purchase increased 

according to age, with shoppers age 59 and older 

being among the most likely to buy broccoli 

overall. Consumers in the “all other” ethnic group 

and those earning less than $25,000 annually were 

the least likely to buy overall.

More than one-third (34%) of buyers said they 

bought organic broccoli at least some of the time, 

a number up four percentage points from last year. 

Twelve percent said they always selected organic product; 

10% said the same in Fresh Trends 2017. 

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on household 

income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

40%   Less than $25

57% $59-99.9 

52% $25-49.9

55% $100+

Northeast
55%

Likelihood of purchase based on region

West
49%

Midwest 
51%

South
52%

Likelihood of purchase based on age*

18-39 46%

40-49 54%

50-58 54%

59+ 63%

*Considering primary household buyers

Likelihood of purchase 

based on ethnicity

White/Caucasian ...................................... 52%

Hispanic .........................................................49% 
Asian ...............................................................46%
Black/African American ...........................46%
Other ...............................................................39% 

51% of customers 

purchased broccoli within 

the past 12 months.

Types of produce 

purchased 

(among those who 

bought this item)

Conventional 
63%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

22%

Organic
12%

Not 
sure
3%



FOR THE FIFTH STRAIGHT YEAR, shoppers in the 

lowest income bracket have been quite a bit less likely to 

buy Brussels sprouts than those earning more. Shoppers 

earning more than $100,000 annually were nearly two-

and-a-half times more likely to buy the vegetable than 

those in the lowest income bracket.

Older consumers are more prone to buy Brussels sprouts 

than those younger than 40. In fact, shoppers age 18-39 

were among the least likely to buy the cruciferous veggie 

overall (along with Black and “all other” ethnic groups and 

Midwestern shoppers).

Caucasians were 

more likely to buy the 

vegetable than those 

in other ethnic groups.

More than one-third of buyers (35%) said they 

purchased organic Brussels sprouts at least some of the 

time last year. Eleven percent said they always bought 

organic, a number up three percentage points from 

Fresh Trends 2017. 

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

Likelihood of purchase 

based on household income

13%   Less than $25

31% $100*+ 

16% $25-49.9

24% $50-99.9

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 17%

40-49  21%

50-58 26%

59+ 24%

*Considering primary 
household buyers

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on ethnicity

White/Caucasian .22%
Asian .......................... 19%
Hispanic .................... 19% 
Black/African 
American .................. 13%
Other ............................6% 

brussel sprouts
20% of customers 

purchased brussels 

sprouts within the 

past 12 months.

Brussels Sprouts product in the nation at 19.0%

Green Giant, the Green Giant character, Sprout, and associated words and designs are Trademarks of B&G Foods North America, Inc.—used under license. ©2018 B&G Foods North America, Inc.   Box Tops for Education and associated words and designs are trademarks of General Mills, used under license. ©General Mills 

Expand Your Brussels Sprouts Category 

TM

Source: IRI Last 52 Wks WE 12/31/2017

831.751.3800 • GreenGiantFresh.com
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cabbage
A TRADITIONAL FAVORITE for many older 

generations, cabbage is consistently sought out 

by specifi c demographic groups, namely female 

shoppers and consumers age 50 and older — a trend 

now in its eighth year. These two groups were the 

most likely to buy the vegetable overall. Conversely, 

male shoppers and those age 18-39 were the least likely 

to buy cabbage overall. This cruciferous veggie is popular 

throughout all ethnic groups, but was favored by Black 

shoppers more than other ethnicities, according to Fresh 

Trends 2018. Southern shoppers were more likely to buy than 

those in other regions.

More than one-quarter of buyers (27%) said they bought 

organic cabbage at least some of the time, a number up eight 

percentage points from last year. Asian consumers, those who 

were part of the “all other” ethnic group, and those with three or more 

children at home were the most likely to make a periodic organic cabbage 

purchase. Nine percent said they always bought organic product. 

33% of customers 

purchased cabbage 

within the past 12 

months.

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on household 

income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on gender

22% 45%

32%   Less than $25

31% $25-49.9

39% $100*+ 

32% $50-99.9

South
39%

Likelihood of purchase based on region

West
30%

Midwest 
26%

Northeast
34%

Likelihood of purchase based on age*

18-39 24%

40-49 37%

50-58 45%

59+ 46%

*Considering primary household buyers

Types of produce purchased 

(among those who bought this item)

Conventional 
69%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

18%

Organic
9%

Not 
sure
4%
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canteloupe
CANTALOUPE IS POPULAR with middle-aged and 

older consumers, a trend now in its fi fth year. Shoppers 

age 40 and older were the most likely overall to buy the 

orange-fl eshed fruit. Consumers in the youngest age 

group of 18-39 were among the least likely to make 

a cantaloupe purchase overall, along with Asian 

shoppers and those in the 

“all other” ethnic group.

The likelihood of 

a purchase increased 

according to income. 

Consumers in the top 

income bracket were more than twice as likely to 

buy the melon than those earning less than $25,000 

annually. Families without kids were more apt to buy 

cantaloupe than those with kids. Most shoppers prefer 

conventionally grown cantaloupe. 

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on gender

28% 48%

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

presence of 

children

Have kids 36%

1 kid  26%

2 kids  42%

3 or more kids 50%
No kids  39%

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on household 

income

28%   Less than $25

47% $100*+ 

39% $25-49.9

39% $50-99.9

38% of 

customers purchased 

cantaloupe within 

the past 12 months.

Northeast
41%

Likelihood of purchase based on region

Midwest
39%

West
34%

South
38%

In fact, it was the No. 1 item that consumers bought as 

conventionally grown last year. Eight percent of buyers 

always selected organic cantaloupe, as was the case last 

year. Twenty-one percent said they bought the organic 

version of the melon at least some of the time.

Likelihood of purchase based on ethnicity

White/Caucasian .................................. 42%

Hispanic .........................................................32% 
Black/African American ...........................25%
Other ...............................................................24% 
Asian ............................................................... 19%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 23%

40-49 49%

50-58 52%

59+ 57%

*Considering primary household buyers

Types of produce 

purchased 

(among those 

who bought 

this item)

Conventional 
76%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

26%

Organic
8%

Not 
sure
3%
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carrots
HOLDING STEADY AS THE NO. 4 VEGETABLE in Fresh Trends 2018, carrots were also eighth most 

popular overall. Because of their ability to be eaten raw or cooked, prepared whole, peeled or 

in slices or coins, this salad vegetable was purchased by 60% of all consumers last year.

The likelihood of a carrot purchase increased according to income, but age actually 

was the most signifi cant factor when it came to carrot purchases. Shoppers in the 

oldest age bracket have been the most likely age group to buy for at least the past 

fi ve years, but in the past two years there’s been a clear delineation between 

young shoppers — those age 18-39 — and those 40 and older, who are 

signifi cantly more likely to buy carrots. At least seven in 10 shoppers age 

40 and older bought carrots in the past year, according to Fresh 

Trends 2018.

Caucasian shoppers were more likely to make a carrot 

purchase than those of other ethnicities.

Two-thirds of buyers said they purchased conventionally 

grown carrots, while 30% said they bought organic product at least 

some of the time. Nine percent said they always bought organic carrots.

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on gender

49% 72%

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

presence of 

children

Have kids 61%

1 kid  59%

2 kids  60%

3 or more kids 66%
No kids  60%

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on household 

income

46%   Less than $25

69% $100*+ 

63% $25-49.9

64% $50-99.9

60% of customers 

purchased carrots within 

the past 12 months.

Northeast
64%

Likelihood of purchase based on region

Midwest
60%West

54%

South
62%

Likelihood of purchase based on ethnicity

White/Caucasian .................................. 66%

Hispanic .........................................................55% 
Black/African American ...........................44%
Other ...............................................................39% 
Asian ...............................................................36%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 49%

40-49 70%

50-58 70%

59+ 74%

*Considering primary household buyers

Types of 

produce 

purchased 

(among those 

who bought 

this item)

Conventional 
66%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

21%

Organic
9%

Not 
sure
4%



Likelihood of purchase based 

on household income

*Figures in thousands; 
Annual household income

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

gender

27% 40%

23%   Less than $25

32% $25-49.9

43% $100*+ 

37% $50-99.9

caulifl ower

33% of customers 

purchased caulifl ower 

within the past 12 months.

AGE AND INCOME PLAY A KEY ROLE in caulifl ower 

purchases. The likelihood of a purchase increased 

according to both factors, and those in the highest 

income and age brackets were among the most likely 

overall to buy the cruciferous vegetable.

Shoppers without kids at home were a bit more 

likely to buy caulifl ower than those with kids, but the 

likelihood of a purchase increased according to the 

number of children in the home.

Regional trends for caulifl ower have been all over 

the map in recent years. The 

likelihood of a caulifl ower 

purchase fell three 

percentage points from 

Fresh Trends 2017.

Nearly one-third 

of buyers (32%) said they purchased 

organic caulifl ower at least some of the time, up from 

28% who said so last year. Twelve percent of buyers said 

they always bought organic caulifl ower. 

Likelihood of purchase based on age*

18-39 26%

40-49 38%

50-58 40%

59+ 42%

*Considering primary household buyers

831.751.3800 • GreenGiantFresh.com

® item is the single highest distributed branded 
Cauliflower product in the nation at 29.0%

Expand Your Cauliflower Category 

TM

Source: IRI Last 52 Wks WE 12/31/2017
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celery
THE LIKELIHOOD OF A CELERY PURCHASE fell seven 

percentage points from Fresh Trends 2017.

Income and age clearly aff ect celery purchases. 

The likelihood of a purchase increased according to 

both factors. For the seventh year in a row, the oldest 

shoppers surveyed were the most likely to buy celery, 

which may explain why the vegetable continues to 

fall in popularity in the Fresh Trends survey, 

as younger consumers seem hesitant to 

embrace the veggie. Shoppers 18-39 were 

half as likely to buy celery as those age 59 and 

older this year. Five years ago, 61% of consumers 

said they bought celery, this year 46% said the same. 

While the vegetable is nearly equally liked by both 

consumers with kids at home and those without, the 

likelihood of a purchase increased according to the 

number of children in the home. More than half of all 

consumers in the Northeast said they bought celery last 

46% of customers 

purchased celery 

within the past 12 

months.

Likelihood of purchase 

based on household 

income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

gender

34% 60%

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

presence of 

children

Have kids 46%

1 kid  41%

2 kids  46%

3 or more kids 58%
No kids  47%

32%   Less than $25

55% $100*+ 

47% $25-49.9

52% $50-99.9

year, making it the top region in Fresh Trends 2018.

Interest in organic celery is growing. One-quarter of 

celery buyers said they bought organic product at least 

some of the time, a number up fi ve percentage points 

from last year. Nine percent of buyers said they always 

purchased organic celery; last year 6% said the same. 

Likelihood of purchase based on ethnicity

White/Caucasian .......................................51%

Other ...............................................................39% 
Hispanic .........................................................36% 
Black/African American ...........................35%
Asian ............................................................... 31%

Northeast
52%

Likelihood of purchase based on region

West
43%

Midwest 
43%

South 
48%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 33%

40-49 54%

50-58 60%

59+ 66%

*Considering primary household buyers

Types of 

produce 

purchased 

(among those 

who bought 

this item)

Conventional 
71%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

16%

Organic
9%

Not 
sure
4%
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cherries
THE LIKELIHOOD OF A CHERRY PURCHASE slipped three 

percentage points from last year.

The likelihood of a cherry purchase increased according to 

income and age. Shoppers age 59 and older and those in the top 

income bracket were the most likely overall to buy cherries, along 

with female shoppers.

Northeastern shoppers were a bit more likely to buy this sweet 

fruit than those in other regions. Black consumers and those in the 

“all other” ethnic group were least likely to buy overall.

Eleven percent of cherry buyers said they always purchased 

organic product, a number up one percentage point from last 

year. Asian shoppers and those age 18-39 were the most likely to 

buy organic cherries exclusively. Twenty-nine percent of buyers 

said they periodically picked up organic cherries, up from 23% who 

said the same last year.

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on household 

income

24%   Less than $25

41% $100*+ 

33% $25-49.9

38% $50-99.9

34% of customers 

purchased cherries 

within the past 

12 months.

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

gender

27% 41%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 28%

40-49 34%

50-58 40%

59+ 44%

*Considering primary 
household buyers

Sales & Inquiries: info@HRCherryCompany.com   |   541-386-2183   |   800-709-4722   |   HRCherryCompany.com

Sweetest High Elevation 
Cherries Available

VARIETALS JULY—SEPT 2018: Bing, Rainier, Regina, Lapin, Skeena, Sweetheart
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corn
CAUCASIAN CONSUMERS love sweet corn, and this 

ethnic group continues to be the most likely to buy. More 

than half of all Caucasian shoppers said they bought corn 

according to Fresh Trends 2018. The likelihood of a sweet 

corn purchase increased according to 

income. Age also played a key role in 

corn purchases. More than half of all 

shoppers age 40 and older said they 

bought corn last year, while only 35% 

of those age 18-39 said the same. The 

likelihood of a corn purchase overall 

slipped two percentage points from last year.

Consumers with three or more kids in the household 

were the most likely to buy corn overall.

Only a few shoppers opt for organic corn, and that 

number seems to remain steady from year to year. 

Nine percent of shoppers said they always bought 

organic sweet corn, and that number has remained the 

same for the past three years. More than one-quarter of 

corn buyers said they bought organic product at least 

some of the time, a number up four percentage points 

from last year. 

Likelihood of purchase based 

on household income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

33%   Less than $25

52% $100*+ 

45% $25-49.9

51% $50-99.9
45% of 

customers 

purchased corn 

within the past 

12 months. Likelihood of purchase based on age*

18-39 36%

40-49 57%

50-58 54%

59+ 53%

*Considering primary household buyers

Likelihood of purchase based on ethnicity

White/Caucasian ...................................51%

Hispanic .........................................................35% 
Black/African American ...........................33%
Other ...............................................................27% 
Asian ...............................................................23%

FOR THE SEVENTH STRAIGHT 

YEAR, the likelihood of a cranberry 

purchase increased according to 

income. Shoppers earning more than 

$100,000 annually comprised the 

group most likely to buy the berries 

overall. Shoppers age 50 and older 

were more likely to buy cranberries 

than younger consumers, a trend that 

has continued for several years.

Coastal shoppers in the West and 

Northeast were more likely to buy 

cranberries than those in the Midwest 

or South.

The likelihood of an organic-only 

cranberry purchase nearly doubled 

from last year, up nine percentage 

points from Fresh Trends 2017. In fact, 

cranberries showed the most growth 

in the likelihood of an organic-only 

purchase over last year. 

cranberries

Likelihood of purchase based 

on household income

*Figures in thousands; 
Annual household income

10%   Less than $25

25% $100*+ 

12% $25-49.9

16% $50-99.9

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

region

Northeast
20%

West
19%

Midwest
10%

South
13%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 14%

40-49 12%

50-58 20%

59+ 17%

*Considering primary household 
buyers

15% of customers purchased 

cranberries within the past 

12 months.
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cucumbers
THIS SALAD VEGETABLE is popular across many 

demographic groups, and more than three-fourths 

of shoppers said they used the crunchy vegetable in a 

salad. 

The likelihood of a cucumber purchase increased 

according to income and age. Although the presence 

of children in the home did not aff ect purchasing 

patterns much, the likelihood of a purchase increased 

steadily as the number of kids 

at home increased.

Caucasian consumers 

are much more likely to buy 

cucumbers than those of other 

ethnic backgrounds, and the 

veggie was favored by Northeastern shoppers when 

it came to regions this year. Cucumber slices make a 

healthy snack, as referenced by 55% of shoppers who 

said they used them this way.

More consumers sought out organic cucumbers 

every time they made a purchase. Last year 7% of 

shoppers always bought organic cukes; this year 10% 

said the same.  

49%  of customers 

purchased 

cucumbers within 

the past 

12 months

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on gender

Likelihood of purchase based on 

household income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

39%   Less than $25

56% $100*+ 

47% $25-49.9

53% $50-99.9

eggplant

Ways consumers 

use cucumbers

As a salad  76%
As a snack 55%
As an ingredient 
in a recipe 40%
As a side dish 34%
As an appetizer  20%

35% 62%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on region

Northeast  
23%

West 
13%

Midwest
11%

South
18%

Likelihood of 

purchase based on 

ethnicity

Asian ........................... 21% 

White/Caucasian ........... 17%
Hispanic ............................13% 
Black/
African American ..........12%
Other ....................................9% 

EGGPLANT PURCHASES ARE 

AFFECTED by a few key factors, namely 

income, ethnicity and region. For the 

past decade Northeasterners have been 

the most likely to snap up this spongy 

vegetable when tracking regions, and 

eggplant found favor among Asian 

consumers for the fourth straight year.

The likelihood of a purchase also 

increased 

according to 

income and to 

age, as was the 

case last year. 

Money matters, as shoppers earning 

less than $25,000 annually were half 

as likely to shell out cash for the veggie 

than those earning more than $100,000.

Consumers are clearly interested 

in organic eggplant, as 44% of buyers 

said they purchased organic product 

at least some of the time, a number 

up 11 percentage points from last year. 

Eighteen percent said they always 

bought organic eggplant; last year 15% 

said the same. 

16%  of customers 

purchased eggplants 

within the past 

12 months

Likelihood of purchase based 

on household income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

11%   Less than $25

22% $100*+ 

17% $25-49.9

17% $50-99.9
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THE STRONG FLAVOR THAT GARLIC BRINGS TO 

FOOD makes it a popular produce choice for many, 

with the likelihood of a purchase generally increasing 

according to age in Fresh Trends 2018. Overall the 

likelihood of a garlic purchase slipped three percentage 

points from last year.

The more affl  uent a consumer, the more likely 

he or she is to grab garlic. In fact, the likelihood of a 

purchase increased according to income for the ninth 

consecutive year. Shoppers in the highest income 

bracket were among the most likely overall to buy 

garlic, along with consumers with three children living 

at home. The pungent vegetable was well liked by most 

ethnic groups. However, Black shoppers and those in 

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

gender 35% 48%

Likelihood of purchase based 

on household income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

34%   Less than $25

50% $100*+ 

37% $25-49.9

46% $50-99.9 West
48%

Likelihood of purchase based on region

Northeast
46%

Midwest 
35%

South 
39%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 38%

40-49 45%

50-58 44%

59+ 46%

*Considering primary household buyers

garlic
41%  of customers 

purchased garlic within 

the past 12 months

Likelihood of purchase 

based on ethnicity

Hispanic ....................................... 44% 
White/Caucasian ........................... 43%
Asian .................................................. 42%
Black/African American .............. 32%
Other ...................................................21% 

the “all 

other” ethnic 

group comprised the groups least 

likely to buy garlic overall.

Nearly one-third of garlic buyers (31%) said they 

purchased organic product at least some of the time, 

up from 25% who said the same last year. Twelve 

percent said they always bought organic garlic; eight 

percent said the same last year. 

ALL garlic IS NOT CREATEDequal  R
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GRAPES MIGHT JUST BE the ultimate healthy snack 

food. Nine in 10 grape consumers in Fresh Trends 2018 

said they used them as a snack. Likely because of the 

fruit’s sweet taste and varied color, more than one-

quarter of those surveyed said they used the fruit as a 

dessert. Consumers also said they used them as part of a 

salad, as an ingredient, as a side dish and as an appetizer.

Grape variety preferences were pretty defi nitive, with 

green seedless grapes inching out red seedless grapes 

by just two percentage points (the same was true last 

year). One-tenth of grape buyers said they liked blue/

black seedless grapes best. Very little of the population 

wanted seeded grapes.

Grapes have been the third most popular fruit in Fresh 

Trends for fi ve years now. They were the sixth most 

popular item overall. The likelihood of a grape purchase 

increased according to income and age. In fact, shoppers 

age 40 and older were most likely to buy the tiny globes 

overall.

For 

the third 

straight 

year, 

Caucasians 

comprised the ethnic 

group most likely to buy 

these colorful bunches, 

although grapes 

were popular with all 

ethnicities. Those in the 

“all other” group were the least likely to buy overall, along 

with shoppers earning less than $25,000 annually.More 

than one-quarter of buyers (27%) grabbed organic grapes 

at least some of the time, a number up four percentage 

points from last year. Nine percent said they always 

bought organic grapes. 

Likelihood of 

purchase based on 

household income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on gender

53% 73%

52%   Less than $25

65% $25-49.9

65% $50-99.9

South
64%

Likelihood of purchase based on region

Northeast
61%

Midwest 
65%

West
60%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 53%

40-49 71%

50-58 71%

59+ 74%

*Considering primary household buyers

Likelihood of purchase 

based on ethnicity

White/Caucasian .................................. 66%

Black/African American ...........................57%
Hispanic .........................................................56% 
Other ...............................................................52% 
Asian .............................................................. 40%

grapes

Varieties consumers prefer to purchase

Green seedless ...........42%

Red seedless...................40%

Blue/black seedless ..... 10%

Green with seeds ........... 3%

Red with seeds .................1%

Blue/black with seeds ....1%

No preference ................. 8%

As a dessert 26%

As a salad 21%

As an ingredient in a recipe 19%

As a side dish 17%

As an appetizer 17%

Ways consumers use grapes

As a snack  90%

66% $100*+ 

62%  of customers 

purchased grapes within 

the past 12 months
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grapefruit
TWENTY EIGHTEEN MARKS THE FIFTH 

YEAR in a row that the likelihood of a 

grapefruit purchase increased according to 

income. Age also played a role; the older the 

shopper, the more likely he or she was to 

buy the sour citrus fruit. The likelihood of a 

grapefruit purchase fell two percentage points 

from last year.

Caucasian consumers and Asian shoppers 

comprised the ethnic groups most likely to 

buy this tart fruit; other ethnicities showed 

less interest. Nearly two-thirds of grapefruit 

buyers (65%) purchased 

conventionally grown 

fruit, but interest in 

organic is growing. 

Thirty-one percent of 

buyers said they bought organic fruit at least 

some of the time according to Fresh Trends 

2018; last year just 23% said the same. Twelve 

percent of buyers said they bought organic 

grapefruit exclusively. 

21%  of customers 

purchased 

grapefruit within 

the past 12 months

green beans

South
24%

West 
21%

Midwest
14%

Northeast
23%

THE LIKELIHOOD OF A GREEN BEAN 

PURCHASE climbed two percentage 

points from Fresh Trends 2017.

This is the ninth year that the likelihood 

of a green bean purchase increased 

according to income. Consumers in the 

top income bracket were nearly twice as 

likely to buy the vegetable as those earning 

less than $25,000 annually. Consumers 

earning more 

than $100,000 

annually 

comprised the 

group most likely 

to buy green beans overall this year.

Middle-aged consumers are more likely 

to snap up beans than those younger and 

older. Shoppers age 50-58 have comprised 

the age group most likely to buy for the 

past two years.

Nearly one-third of green bean buyers 

(32%) said they bought organic product at 

least some of the time, a number up six 

percentage points from last year. Twelve 

percent said they always bought organic; 

last year 9% said the same. 

39%  of customers 

purchased green 

beans within the 

past 12 months

Likelihood of purchase    

                based on region

Likelihood of 

purchase based on 

household income

*Figures in thousands; 
Annual household income

14%   Less than $25

28% $100*+

20% $25-49.9

24% $50-99.9

Likelihood of 

purchase based on 

age*

18-39  17%

40-49 23%

50-58 24%

59+ 28%

*Considering primary  
household buyers

53% $100*+

Likelihood of purchase 

based on household 

income

*Figures in thousands; 
Annual household income

27%   Less than $25

37% $25-49.9

42% $50-99.9

Likelihood of 

purchase based on 

age*

18-39 32%

40-49 44%

50-58 48%

59+ 44%

*Considering primary  
household buyers

Types of produce 

purchased (among 

those who bought  

this item)

Conventional 
59%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

20%

Organic
12%

Not sure
5%
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PROVIDING A SIMPLE POP OF FLAVOR, green onions are popular among certain 

demographic groups, particularly older consumers. It’s apparent that younger 

shoppers have not fully embraced the vegetable, as this is the second consecutive 

year that shoppers age 18-39 were much less likely to buy green onions than those 

age 40 and older. In fact, shoppers in the youngest demographic group were the 

least likely to buy overall, along with those in the “all other” ethnic group.

Consumers in families with kids were more likely to grab green onions — 35% said 

they did so in the past year — than those without kids at home, at 32%. Families with 

three or more kids at home showed the most favor for the vegetable. The likelihood 

of a purchase also increased according to income.

For the second year, Western shoppers were more likely to buy green onions than 

those in other regions.

Eight percent of buyers said they always bought organic green onions. However, 

29% said they bought organic at least some of the time, a number up eight 

percentage points from last year. Asian shoppers were the most likely group to make 

a periodic organic purchase, followed by those in the “all other” ethnic group and 

those age 18-39.

green onions

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on household 

income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

Likelihood of 

purchase based on 

gender

24% 44%

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

presence of 

children

Have kids 35%

1 kid  32%

2 kids  32%

3 or more kids 48%
No kids  32%

26%   Less than $25

43% $100*+ 

33% $25-49.9

35% $50-99.9

Likelihood of purchase based on age*

18-39 24%

40-49 41%

50-58 43%

59+ 44%

*Considering primary household buyers

Likelihood of purchase 

based on ethnicity

White/Caucasian .................................. 36%

Asian ...............................................................35%
Black/African American ...........................27%
Hispanic .........................................................25% 
Other ...............................................................24% 

33% of customers 

purchased green 

onions within the past 

12 months.

Types of produce 

purchased 

(among those 

who bought 

this item)

Conventional 
66%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

21%

Organic
8%

Not 
sure
5%



www.boskovichfarms.com
(805) 487-7799

Fresh Ingredients 
Make All the 
Difference

Boskovich has been the Category Leader in Cilantro for decades.
We were the fi rst to grow it and today we have a history

that assures you of the freshest quality and consistent supply.
At Boskovich Farms we believe, when you start with the best,

everything else just falls into place. 

Celebrating 100 years and still growing!
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honeydew
FRESH TRENDS 2018 SHOWS THAT THIS GREEN-FLESHED MELON 

is popular among consumers earning at least $25,000 annually for 

the most part. Over the past few years, consumers in the lowest 

income bracket have been from two to five times less likely to buy 

honeydew than those in other income brackets.

Shoppers in the Northeast were more likely to buy the melon 

than those in other regions.

Last year shoppers age 40-49 comprised the age group most 

likely to buy the melon. This year the likelihood of a honeydew 

purchase increased according to age, with consumers age 59 and 

older being the most likely to buy the fruit overall.

The majority of honeydew buyers select conventionally grown 

fruit, 74% did so last year. The likelihood of an organic purchase 

remained exactly even from last year — 24% of buyers said they purchased 

organic fruit at least some of the time. 

22%  of customers 

purchased honeydew 

within the past  

12 months

Likelihood of purchase 

based on household 

income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

14%   Less than $25

31% $100*+ 

23% $25-49.9

24% $50-99.9

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on gender

18% 26%

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

presence of 

children

Have kids 22%

1 kid  21%

2 kids  23%

3 or more kids 25%
No kids  22%

Northeast
29%

Likelihood of purchase based on region

West
22%

Midwest
22%

South
18%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 17%

40-49 27%

50-58 24%

59+ 33%

*Considering primary 
household buyers

Likelihood of purchase based on ethnicity

White/Caucasian ...................................... 24%

Hispanic .........................................................23% 
Other ............................................................... 18% 
Asian ............................................................... 17%
Black/African American ........................... 14%

Types of 

produce 

purchased 

(among 

those who 

bought this 

item)

Conventional 
74%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

15%

Organic
9%

Not 
sure
2%
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kale
THIS NUTRIENT-RICH VEGETABLE is most 

popular with the most affl  uent consumers. The 

likelihood of a kale purchase increased according to 

income for the third year in a row, and shoppers earning 

more than $100,000 annually were the most likely to buy 

salad vegetable overall. The likelihood of a kale purchase 

rose two percentage points from Fresh Trends 2017.

Asian consumers and those in the “all other” ethnic 

group were two to three times less likely to buy kale 

than those from other ethnicities.

Kale has a huge organic following. In fact, it was the 

No. 1 item that shoppers purchased as organic at least 

some of the time and the No. 2 items that they bought 

Likelihood of purchase 

based on household 

income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

presence of 

children

Have kids 18%

1 kid  14%

2 kids  20%

3 or more kids 24%
No kids  19%

13%   Less than $25

28% $100*+ 

17% $25-49.9

20% $50-99.9

19%  of 

customers 

purchased kale 

within the past 

12 months
as exclusively 

organic. Half of 

kale buyers said they 

purchased organic product in the 

past year, down from 55% who said the same in 

Fresh Trends 2017. Twenty-one percent of buyers said 

they always bought organic kale, a number down fi ve 

percentage points from last year. 

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on gender

16% 21%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 18%

40-49 17%

50-58 21%

59+ 19%

*Considering primary 
household buyers

Northeast
21%

Likelihood of purchase based on region

Midwest
15%

South
18%

West
21%

Likelihood of purchase based on ethnicity

White/Caucasian ......................................20%

Hispanic ......................................................... 19% 
Black/African American ........................... 18%
Asian ............................................................... 12%
Other .................................................................6% 

Types of produce 

purchased 

(among those who 

bought this item)

Conventional 
46%Both 

conventional 
and organic

29%

Organic
21%

Not 
sure
4%
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THIS BRIGHT-GREEN FLESHED FRUIT IS A FAVORITE 

WITH KIDS, and the more kids a family has, the more likely 

they are to buy kiwi. Seventeen percent of shoppers without 

kids at home said they bought kiwifruit last year, while 24% of 

families with kids said the same. Families with three or more 

kids were the most likely overall to buy the fuzzy fruit — with 32% 

of this group saying they made a purchase in the past year.

Middle-aged shoppers (age 40-58) were quite a bit more likely to pick 

up kiwifruit than those in the youngest and oldest age brackets, as was the 

case last year. Consumers age 59 and older were among the least likely to buy kiwifruit 

overall, along with Black shoppers. Western consumers were less likely to embrace the 

tropical fruit than those in other regions.

More than one-third of kiwi buyers (34%) said they picked up organic product at least 

some of the time, a number up three percentage points from last year. Thirteen percent 

of buyers said they always bought organic kiwi; last year 15% said the same. 

20%  of customers 

purchased kiwifruit 

within the past 

12 months

Likelihood of purchase based 

on household income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on presence 

of children

Have kids 24%

1 kid 23%

2 kids 23%

3 or more 
kids 32%
No kids 17%

17%   Less than $25

26% $100*+ 

21% $25-49.9

19% $50-99.9

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on gender

17% 24%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 19%

40-49 29%

50-58 25%

59+ 13%

*Considering primary 
household buyers

Likelihood of purchase based on region

West
17%

Northeast
21%

South
20%

Likelihood of purchase based on ethnicity

Asian .........................................................23%

White/Caucasian ........................................22%
Hispanic ......................................................... 19% 
Other ............................................................... 18% 
Black/African American ........................... 12%

Types of 

produce 

purchased 

(among 

those who 

bought this 

item)
Conventional 

61%Both 
conventional 
and organic

21%

Organic
13%

Not 
sure
5%

Midwest
23%



lemons
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LEMONS ARE LIKED BY MANY. For the third straight 

year, Hispanic consumers represented the ethnic group 

most likely to buy, and they were also among those most 

likely to buy the sour fruit overall.

The likelihood of a lemon purchase increased 

according to income and age. Shoppers age 40 and 

older were quite a bit more likely to buy lemons than 

younger consumers.

Shoppers in the Midwest were less likely to grab 

lemons than consumers in 

other regions.

There’s a steady interest in 

organic lemons. Eleven percent 

of buyers said they always bought 

organic product. Twenty-nine percent 

said they made a periodic organic lemon 

purchase, a number up four percentage 

points from last year. 

48%  of 

customers 

purchased 

lemons 

within the 

past 12 

months

Likelihood of purchase based on 

household income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

Likelihood of purchase based 

on presence of children

Have kids 47%

1 kid 41%

2 kids 50%

3 or more kids 50%
No kids 48%

35%   Less than $25

56% $100*+ 

45% $25-49.9

55% $50-99.9

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on gender

40% 56%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 40%

40-49 54%

50-58 55%

59+ 56%

*Considering 
primary household 
buyers

Northeast
52%

Likelihood of purchase based on region

West
49%

Midwest
38%

South
51%

Likelihood of purchase based on ethnicity

Hispanic .................................................. 56% 
Black/African American ...........................47%
White/Caucasian ........................................47%
Asian .............................................................. 40%
Other ...............................................................39% 

Types of produce purchased 

(among those who bought  

this item)

Conventional ...................................67%

Both conventional  
and organic .........................................18%
Organic ................................................ 11%
Not sure ................................................. 4%
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lettuce
THE LIKELIHOOD OF A WHOLE LETTUCE PURCHASE fell six percentage 

points from Fresh Trends 2017. Topping a burger with lettuce or adding shreds to 

tacos or some other recipe was a mainstay for more than a third of shoppers 

— 36% said they used lettuce as an ingredient. But the overwhelming majority, 

86%, used lettuce in the traditional way, as a salad. Consumer preferences for 

lettuce variety remained constant, with romaine being the most popular choice 

followed by iceberg and more distantly by leaf lettuces.

Consumers in the highest income bracket were the most likely to buy overall, 

with two-thirds of these shoppers saying they bought lettuce in the past year.

Middle-age shoppers were more likely to grab bulk lettuce than those younger 

than age 40 or those 59 and older. 

53%  of 

customers 

purchased lettuce 

within the past 

12 months

Likelihood of purchase based 

on household income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

presence of 

children

Have kids 53%

1 kid  47%

2 kids  54%

3 or more kids 64%
No kids  53%

45%   Less than $25

66% $100*+ 

52% $25-49.9

54% $50-99.9

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on gender

46% 60%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 46%

40-49 62%

50-58 63%

59+ 57%

*Considering primary 
household buyers

Northeast
59%

Likelihood of purchase based on region

West
50%

Midwest
54%

South
51%

Likelihood of purchase based on ethnicity

White/Caucasian ...................................... 56%
Hispanic .........................................................49% 
Black/African American ...........................45%
Other ...............................................................42% 
Asian ...............................................................37%

Types of 

produce 

purchased 

(among 

those who 

bought this 

item)

Conventional 
63%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

21%

Organic
11%

Not 
sure
5%

Varieties consumers prefer to purchase

Romaine .................... 40%

Iceberg ............................34%

Leaf ...................................14%

Boston/bib ....................... 3%

No preference ................ 9%

As an ingredient in a recipe 36%

As a side dish 30%

As a main dish 17%

As an appetizer 14% 

As a snack 11%

Ways consumers use lettuce

As a salad  85%



...but approachable, the Tanimura & Antle Artisan® family of fresh 
produce represents select seed varieties that have been carefully 
chosen for their unique shape, color, premium flavor and textures. 
All Artisan products are field packed for optimum freshness with 
care by our employee owners to protect each product.

Ex r or i r

™
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limes
THIS FESTIVE 

CITRUS FRUIT 

adds zest to meals 

and boasts a steady 

following, especially 

among Hispanic 

shoppers. In the five years 

Fresh Trends has tracked ethnicity as part of produce 

purchases, Hispanic shoppers have dominated lime 

purchases. Limes are also particularly popular with 

Western shoppers, who have comprised the region 

most likely to buy for the third year straight.

Last year middle-aged consumers were more likely 

to grab limes than older or younger consumers, but this 

year the likelihood of purchase increased according to 

age. It also increased according to income. 

The likelihood of a lime purchased stayed the 

same as last year, with one-third of shoppers saying 

they purchased the green fruit in the past year. Black 

consumers and those earning less than $25,000 

annually were the least likely to buy limes.

One in 10 buyers said they always bought organic 

limes, up from 8% who said so in Fresh Trends 2017. 

Twenty-eight percent of buyers said the bought organic 

limes at least some of the time, a number up four 

percentage points from last year. 

33%  of 

customers 

purchased limes 

within the past  

12 months

Likelihood of purchase based  

on household income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

presence of 

children

Have kids 33%

1 kid  29%

2 kids  35%

3 or more kids 38%
No kids  32%

24%   Less than $25

43% $100*+ 

30% $25-49.9

36% $50-99.9

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on gender

28% 37%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 30%

40-49 34%

50-58 34%

59+ 35%

*Considering primary 
household buyers

Likelihood of purchase based on region

Northeast
33%

Midwest
25%

South
33%

Likelihood of purchase based on ethnicity

Hispanic ...................................................47% 

White/Caucasian ........................................33%
Other ...............................................................27% 
Asian ...............................................................27%
Black/African American ........................... 21%

Types of 

produce 

purchased 

(among 

those who 

bought this 

item)

Conventional 
65%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

18%

Organic
10%

Not 
sure
7%

West
39%
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mangoes
THIS GOLDEN-FLESHED FRUIT fits a niche with 

specific groups of shoppers. For instance, ethnic 

influence runs deep when it comes to mangoes. Asian 

consumers were the most likely to buy mangoes 

overall, followed by Hispanic shoppers — a trend now in 

its fourth year.

The tropical fruit is also popular among young 

consumers, generally those age 50 and younger. In fact, 

for five out of the past six years, shoppers age 59 and 

older have been much less likely to buy the fruit than 

those younger than them.

Geographic region also plays a role in mango 

purchases. For the fourth consecutive year, Western 

shoppers have been more likely to grab mangoes than 

those in other regions. Thirty-six percent of mango 

buyers said 

they always 

bought the 

fruit ripe, while 

29% said they 

preferred ripe fruit. Only 

about one in five buyers (21%) 

said they preferred to purchase unripe mangoes.

Organic mango purchases are on the increase. 

Fourteen percent of buyers said they always selected 

organic mangoes. When it came to periodic organic 

purchases, 35% said they bought organic fruit at least 

some of the time; last year 31% said the same.

The likelihood of a mango purchase inched up one 

percentage point from last year. 

23%  of customers 

purchased mangoes 

within the past  

12 months

Likelihood of purchase 

based on household 

income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

presence of 

children

Have kids 25%

1 kid  25%

2 kids  22%

3 or more kids 28%
No kids  21%

18%   Less than $25

29% $100*+ 

25% $25-49.9

20% $50-99.9

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on gender

19% 26%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 22%

40-49 31%

50-58 25%

59+ 16%

*Considering primary 
household buyers

Likelihood of purchase based on region

Midwest
18%

South
20%

Likelihood of purchase based on ethnicity

Hispanic .................................................. 42% 
Asian ...............................................................33%
Black/African American ...........................24%
White/Caucasian ........................................ 19%
Other ............................................................... 15% 

Types of 

produce 

purchased 

(among 

those who 

bought this 

item)

Conventional 
58%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

22%

Organic
14%

Not 
sure
6%

Northeast
26%

West
28%



mushrooms
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BECAUSE OF THEIR 

VERSATILITY, mushrooms fi nd 

their way onto consumer plates in 

a variety of forms. Eighty percent of 

buyers said they incorporated the fungi 

into recipes of various sorts. Nearly 4 in 10 

(39%) said they made mushrooms a side dish, 

and 34% said they served them up in salads.

Favor for portabella mushrooms increased 

a bit this year, with 32% of buyers saying they preferred this large, 

fl avorful fungi. But white/button mushrooms were still the most popular 

variety consumers purchased. Twenty percent of respondents said they 

didn’t have a preference when it came to mushrooms. More than eight in 

10 consumers took advantage of sliced mushrooms in the past year.

The likelihood of a mushroom purchase increased according to 

income, a trend now in its fi fth year. Shoppers in the top income bracket 

were the most likely to buy the salad vegetable overall, followed by 

consumers with three children in the home and shoppers age 50-58. 

The likelihood of a mushroom purchase slipped one percentage point 

from last year.

Nine percent of buyers always bought organic mushrooms. Twenty-

eight percent of buyers said they purchased organic product at least 

some of the time, a number up from 24% last year. 

42%  of 

customers 

purchased 

mushrooms 

within the past 

12 months

Varieties consumers prefer 

to purchase

White/button .............................. 37%

Portabella ...............................................32%

Crimini/small brown .......................... 11%

No preference ......................................20%

Ways consumers 

use mushrooms

As a side dish 39%

As a salad 34%

As an appetizer 27%

As a main dish 18%

As a snack 15%

As an ingredient 
in a recipe  80%

Purchased sliced mushrooms 

in the past year

Yes 
82%

No 
17%

Not sure 

1%

Likelihood of purchase based 

on gender

37% 47%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 34%

40-49 47%

50-58 51%

59+ 49%

*Considering primary 
household buyers P
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www.champsmushrooms.ca
Aldergrove, BC, Canada

Champ’s Mushrooms ...
Great for Every Meal!

• Offering a full line of organic & conventional mushrooms

•  Transportation services available throughout  

western Canada  & select U.S. markets
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Likelihood of purchase based  

on household income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household 

income

29%   Less than $25

54% $100*+ 

40% $25-49.9

47% $50-99.9

Northeast
46%Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

region
West
42%

Midwest
38%

South
42%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on ethnicity

White/Caucasian ...................... 45%

Asian .............................................. 40%
Hispanic .........................................37% 
Black/African American ........... 31%
Other ...............................................27% 

Types of produce 

purchased (among those 

who bought this item)

Conventional 
66%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

19%

Organic
9%

Not 
sure
6%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on presence of 

children

Have kids 44%

1 kid 41%

2 kids 41%

3 or more kids 53%
No kids 40%

Giorgio Fresh Co.  

347 June Avenue, Blandon, PA 19510 

800.330.5711 | www.giorgiofresh.com Equal Opportunity Employer

As “America’s Favorite Mushroom” and a third 

generation, family owned business, Giorgio has the

products and the experience to make your fresh 

mushroom business a signature product category. 

Our collaborative category management process 

maximizes sales through trend and shrink analysis 

as well as a space rationalization review.

At Giorgio we believe in

customer collaboration 

& shopper satisfaction.

you can’t pick a 

better partner than
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specialty mushrooms
THE NAME “SPECIALTY” 

IMPLIES a unique product, 

and with fresh produce that 

often equates to a higher price. 

Varieties like enoki, morel oyster, 

portabella and shiitake present 

different flavor profiles and draw 

more affluent consumers. This is the 

ninth year in a row that the likelihood 

of a purchase has increased 

according to income. Shoppers 

earning less than $25,000 annually 

are the least likely to buy this specialty fungi overall, 

according to Fresh Trends 2018.

The likelihood of an organic specialty mushroom 

purchase exploded this year. The specialty fungi showed 

one of the highest year-to-year increases for periodic 

organic purchases, with 45% of buyers saying they 

purchased organic product at least some of the time (up 

from 32% last year). Asian consumers have an affinity for 

specialty mushrooms, as evidenced by their four-year 

streak as the ethnic group most likely to buy.  

Likelihood of purchase based  

on household income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

9%   Less than $25

19% $100*+ 

12% $25-49.9

16% $50-99.9
14% of 

customers 

purchased 

specialty 

mushrooms 

within the past 

12 months.

Likelihood of purchase based on age*

18-39 12%

40-49 16%

50-58 18%

59+ 13%

*Considering primary household buyers

INCOME AND AGE BOTH 

PLAY A ROLE in nectarine 

purchases. The likelihood of a 

purchase increased according to both factors. 

Consumers age 59 and older comprised 

the most likely group to buy nectarines overall, 

followed by female shoppers, those age 50-58 and 

those with an annual income greater than $100,000.

Shoppers in the center of the country (Midwest 

and South) were less likely 

to purchase the stone fruit 

than those in the West and 

Northeast. When it came to 

ethnicity, Caucasians and 

Hispanics were more likely to buy the smooth stone 

fruit than those from other backgrounds. 

Most shoppers buy conventionally grown fruit, but 

one-quarter of buyers said they purchased organic 

nectarines at least some of the time, a number up three 

percentage points from last year. Seven percent of 

buyers said they always bought organic fruit.

The likelihood of a nectarine purchase dipped three 

percentage points from last year. 

nectarines
Likelihood of purchase based on 

household income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

28% $100*+ 

18%   Less than $25

20% $25-49.9

23% $50-99.9

Likelihood of purchase based on age*

18-39 16%

40-49 22%

50-58 28%

59+ 35%

*Considering primary household buyers

22% of customers 

purchased nectarines 

within the past  

12 months.

Types of produce purchased (among those 

who bought this item)
Conventional ...............................53%
Both conventional and organic .......26%
Organic ................................................. 18%
Not sure ................................................... 3%

Likelihood of purchase based on ethnicity

White/Caucasian ...................................... 23%

Hispanic .........................................................22% 
Black/African American ........................... 18%
Other ............................................................... 18% 
Asian ............................................................... 13%
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onions
THIS VERSATILE VEGGIE was the second most popular 

vegetable in Fresh Trends 2018, climbing from No. 3 last 

year and No. 4 in Fresh Trends 2016. It was the fourth 

most popular item overall this year. More than half of all 

consumers bought onions in the past 12 months.

The likelihood of an onion purchase increased 

according to income and age. The oldest shoppers 

surveyed (age 59 and older) comprised the stand-out 

category for onion purchases — more than eight in 

10 of this group opted for onions, making them the 

group most likely to buy. Consumers age 18-39 were 

among the least likely to buy overall (along with Asian 

shoppers).

Southern 

shoppers 

comprised 

the region most 

likely to buy onions; 

Caucasian consumers 

were the most likely 

ethnic group to buy.

Most shoppers seek out 

conventionally grown onions. 

However, one-quarter of buyers said they purchased 

organic onions at least some of the time, up from 18% 

last year. One in 10 always bought organic onions.

66%  of 

customers 

purchased onions 

within the past 

12 months

Likelihood of purchase based 

on household income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

presence of 

children

Have kids 65%

1 kid  65%

2 kids  65%

3 or more kids 68%
No kids  67%

64%   Less than $25

69% $100*+ 

66% $25-49.9

66% $50-99.9

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on gender

57% 76%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 56%

40-49 76%

50-58 70%

59+ 81%

*Considering primary 
household buyers

Likelihood of purchase based on region

West
65%

Midwest
63%

Northeast
66%

Likelihood of purchase based on ethnicity

White/Caucasian ...................................... 69%

Black/African American .......................... 60%
Hispanic .........................................................63% 
Other ...............................................................58% 
Asian ...............................................................56%

Types of 

produce 

purchased 

(among 

those who 

bought this 

item)

Conventional 
70%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

15%

Organic
10%

Not 
sure
5%

South
69%
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oranges
THIS CITRUS FRUIT RETAINED its spot as the No. 5 fruit in the Fresh 

Trends survey. More than half of all consumers said they purchased 

oranges in the past year.

It’s no surprise that the presence of children affected orange 

purchases this year. Families with kids living at home were more likely to 

buy the citrus, at 58%, than those without kids, at 55%. 

The likelihood of an orange purchase increased according to income 

for the eighth straight year. Shoppers in the Midwest were less likely to buy 

the fruit than those in other regions. Asian consumers and those in the “all other” 

ethnic group were the least likely to buy oranges overall.

When it came to organic purchases, 27% of shoppers said they bought organic oranges 

at least some of the time (25% said so last year). Eleven percent said they always bought 

organic fruit. 

56%  of customers 

purchased oranges 

within the past  

12 months

Likelihood of purchase 

based on household 

income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

presence of 

children

Have kids 58%

1 kid  53%

2 kids  59%

3 or more kids 70%
No kids  55%

50%   Less than $25

67% $100*+ 

55% $25-49.9

57% $50-99.9

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on gender

53% 61%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 49%

40-49 63%

50-58 66%

59+ 62%

*Considering primary 
household buyers

Northeast
59%

Likelihood of purchase based on region

West
58%

Midwest
53%

South
57%

Likelihood of purchase based on ethnicity

White/Caucasian ...................................... 59%

Hispanic .........................................................56% 
Black/African American ...........................52%
Asian ...............................................................46%
Other ...............................................................42% 

Types of 

produce 

purchased 

(among 

those who 

bought this 

item)

Conventional 
68%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

16%

Organic
11%

Not 
sure
5%



 

C A L I F O R N I A  M A N D A R I N S

TM

We care for our groves from dawn to dusk, to 

bring you the very best mandarins California has 

to offer. Each one is as sweet as it is seedless. 

Not to mention, exceptionally easy to peel and 

packed with Vitamin C. You could say it’s the 

total package—in a totally natural package.

Sunkist & Sunkist Delite are trademarks of Sunkist Growers, Inc., U.S.A. ©2017. All rights reserved.

Get a taste by contacting us 

at sales@sunkistgrowers.com 

or by visiting sunkist.com.
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papayas

Likelihood of purchase 

based on household 

income

*Figures in thousands; 
Annual household income

9%   Less than $25

6% $25-49.9

14% $100*+ 

9% $50-99.9

Types of produce purchased 

(among those who bought 

this item)

Conventional .................................... 46%

Both conventional and organic ....32%
Organic ................................................. 18%
Not sure ................................................... 4%

9% of 

customers 

purchased 

papayas within 

the past 12 

months.

THIS TROPICAL FRUIT HAS A STEADY 

following, making a splash among 

families with kids. Consumers with kids 

at home were more likely to buy papayas, 

at 11%, than those without kids, at 8%. 

Asian shoppers favor the fruit; they’ve 

been one of the top most likely groups 

to buy for the past fi ve years. Papayas are 

also popular with Hispanic shoppers and 

those earning $100,000 or more annually.

The likelihood of a papaya purchase 

decreased according to age, a trend now 

in its fourth year. Shoppers age 59 and 

older were some of the least likely to buy 

the orange-fl eshed fruit overall, followed 

by those earning $25,000-49,999 

annually.

Men were more likely than women 

to buy papayas, which is one of the few 

items split that way. 

Likelihood of 

purchase 

based on age*

18-39 10%

40-49 9%

50-58 8%

59+ 6%

*Considering primary household 
buyers



© Brooks Tropicals LLC. The logo, Caribbean Red, Continuous Cold Chain and From our fields to your   
    stores are all registered trademarks of Brooks Tropicals, LLC.

Great taste and proven shelf life delivered from 
our fields to your stores. One integrated process 
pushes papaya quality to its utmost with:

Ongoing research and development
Food safety-audited fields, harvesting 
crews, packing and shipping facilities
State-of-the-art packing houseState-of-the-art packing house
Papaya ripening rooms
Quality control team
Continuous Cold Chain

®
 from 

our fields to your stores

Call Brooks today to get Caribbean Red papayas coming your way.

CARIBBEAN RED

From OUR 

Papaya Fields

to YOUR Stores®
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peaches

THIS SUMMER FRUIT is a favorite for a wide range 

of demographics. Shoppers older than age 40 were 

more likely to make a peach purchase than younger 

consumers, a trend now in its seventh year. Asian 

consumers and those in the “all other” ethnic group 

were least likely overall to purchase peaches.

Last year Midwestern shoppers comprised the region 

42%  of customers 

purchased peaches within 

the past 12 months

Likelihood of 

purchase based  

on household 

income

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

presence of 

children

Have kids 43%

1 kid  41%

2 kids  44%

3 or more kids 47%
No kids  40%

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

34%   Less than $25

49% $100*+ 

40% $25-49.9

45% $50-99.9

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on gender

35% 48%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 36%

40-49 46%

50-58 47%

59+ 47%

*Considering primary 
household buyers

Likelihood of purchase based on region

West
43%

Midwest
35%

Northeast
43%

Likelihood of purchase based on ethnicity

Hispanic .................................................. 44% 

White/Caucasian ........................................43%
Black/African American .......................... 40%
Asian ...............................................................33%
Other ...............................................................30% 

Types of 

produce 

purchased 

(among 

those who 

bought this 

item)

Conventional 
63%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

20%

Organic
12%

Not 
sure
5%

most likely to buy peaches, but this year they were 

significantly less likely to buy the stone fruit than those 

in other regions.

A decade-long trend finds that the likelihood of 

peach purchase increases according to income.

When it came to ripeness, 36% of peach buyers said 

they always bought the summer fruit ripe, while 43 said 

they preferred to buy it ripe.

Nearly one-third (32%) of peach buyers said they 

purchased organic fruit at least some of the time; last 

year 25% said the same. Twelve percent of buyers said 

they always bought organic peaches, a number up 

three percentage points from last year. 

South
45%
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pears
THE LIKELIHOOD OF A PEAR PURCHASE increased 

according to income. In fact, shoppers earning more 

than $100,000 annually were twice as likely to buy pears 

as those in the lowest income bracket.

Age also aff ects pear purchases. Following a four-year 

trend, shoppers age 40 and older were more likely to 

buy pears than younger consumers.

Bartlett pears seem to be top of mind for many 

consumers, with 39% choosing that variety as their fl avor 

of choice. Anjou and Asian pears have a nearly equal 

following, and boscs are preferred by 11% of buyers.

Shoppers like to select already-ripe fruit, for the most 

part. Forty-three percent of pear buyers said they always 

bought ripe fruit, while 29% said they preferred to buy 

pears ripe.

The sweet fruit is used overwhelmingly as a snack 

item — 83% of shoppers said they used 

pears this way. Because of their 

sweetness, pears are also popular as a 

dessert.

While the deciduous fruit is enjoyed 

by consumers nationwide, those in the 

Northeast were more likely to buy this 

year than those in other regions.

Consumers sought out organic pears in 

the past year, with 14% of buyers saying 

they always chose organic fruit (10% said 

so last year). More than one-third of buyers (36%) said 

they picked organic pears at least some of the time, a 

number up 11 percentage points from last year. The 

likelihood of a pear purchase slipped four percentage 

points from Fresh Trends 2017.

32%  of 

customers 

purchased 

pears within 

the past 

12 months

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on household 

income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

21%   Less than $25

44% $100*+ 

31% $25-49.9

35% $50-99.9

Northeast
40%

Likelihood of purchase based on region

West
32%

Midwest
29%

South
29%

Likelihood of purchase based on ethnicity

White/Caucasian ...................................... 34%

Hispanic .........................................................30% 
Other ...............................................................30% 
Asian ...............................................................29%
Black/African American ...........................27%

Types of 

produce 

purchased 

(among 

those who 

bought this 

item) Conventional 
57%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

22%

Organic
14%

Not 
sure
7%

Varieties consumers prefer to purchase

Bartlett .................................................................... 39%

No preference ....................................................................... 18% 

Anjou ....................................................................................... 16%

Asian (apple) pears .............................................................. 15%

Bosc ...........................................................................................11%

As a dessert 33%
As an ingredient in a recipe 19%
As a side dish 16%
As an appetizer 16% 
As a salad 15%
As a main dish 5%

Ways consumers use pears

As a snack  83%
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peppers
MORE CONSUMERS are trying out this colorful 

vegetable. Bell peppers were the No. 2 item (tied with 

asparagus) that shoppers said they bought this year that 

they did not buy previously. Peppers jumped from No. 8 

on the top vegetable list to No. 5 in Fresh Trends 2018.

For the second year in a row, 

shoppers age 50-58 comprised 

the age group most likely to buy 

peppers — seven in 10 of this 

group said they made a purchase 

in the past year. Really, consumers 

age 40 and up were more likely to purchase peppers 

than younger shoppers. Those in the 50-58 age range 

were most likely to buy bell peppers overall, while those 

age 18-39 were among the least likely to buy (second 

only to Asian consumers).

Female shoppers were 23 percentage points more 

likely to buy peppers than male shoppers.

Nine percent of buyers said they always purchased 

organic peppers. Twenty-eight said they bought organic 

at least some of the time; last year 20% said the same.  

53%  of 

customers 

purchased peppers 

within the past  

12 months

Likelihood of purchase based  

on household income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

presence of 

children

Have kids 54%

1 kid  50%

2 kids  56%

3 or more kids 60%
No kids  53%

48%   Less than $25

58% $100*+ 

55% $25-49.9

54% $50-99.9

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on gender

42% 65%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 41%

40-49 61%

50-58 71%

59+ 65%

*Considering primary 
household buyers

Northeast
54%

Likelihood of purchase based on region

West
49%

Midwest
52%

Likelihood of purchase based on ethnicity

White/Caucasian ...................................... 56%

Other ...............................................................52% 
Hispanic .........................................................48% 
Black/African American ...........................47%
Asian ...............................................................37%

Types of 

produce 

purchased 

(among those 

who bought 

this item)

Conventional 
67%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

19%

Organic
9%

Not 
sure
5%

South
54%



specialty peppers
FESTIVE FLAVOR is the name of the game with these 

often fi ery veggies. More than one-fi fth of consumers (21%) 

said they picked up specialty peppers (including cayenne, 

poblano, jalapeno, Anaheim and 

habanero) in the past year.

In direct contrast to many other 

items, specialty peppers boast a 

reverse-age trend, with shoppers 

age 59 and older being least likely to choose them. The 

likelihood of a specialty pepper purchase increased with 

income; shoppers earning at least $50,000 annually were 

more likely to buy than those earning less.

These spicy veggies are a favorite for families with 

kids. Twenty-four percent of consumers with kids at 

home snapped up the variety peppers, while only 18% 

of those without kids said the same. Specialty peppers 

barely even registered with shoppers who were part of 

the “all other” ethnic group. Organic interest in specialty 

peppers stayed steady, with 31% of buyers saying they 

purchased organic peppers at least some of the time. 

Twelve percent said purchased organic specialty peppers 

exclusively in Fresh Trends 2018. 

21%  of customers 

purchased specialty 

peppers within the 

past 12 months

Likelihood of purchase based on 

household income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

12%   Less than $25

32% $100*+ 

18% $25-49.9

25% $50-99.9

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 21%

40-49 23%

50-58 27%

59+ 13%

*Considering primary household buyers

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on ethnicity

Hispanic ...................... 24% 

White/Caucasian .........22%
Black/
  African American ...... 19%
Asian ................................ 19%
Other .................................. 3% 

Locations: Fresno, Thermal and Nogales 

Fresno Sales Office: 559-264-3427

Nogales Sales Office: 520-281-1343

www.baloianfarms.com
Sales Team: Jeremy Lane, Richard Cowden, 

Luis Corella, Jay Angulo, and Timothy Baloian    

Green Bell  
Peppers:
Year Round  
Supply

Also available:
Red, Yellow,  

and Mini  
PeppersPepper Category Expertise

West Coast Produce Leader

Serving the produce industry since

1917
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pineapple
THE LIKELIHOOD 

OF A PINEAPPLE 

PURCHASE 

inched up two 

percentage points 

from Fresh Trends 2017.

Income and age affect pineapple purchases. The 

tropical fruit has been popular with shoppers age 40-49 

in particular for the past two years. The likelihood of a 

purchase increased according to income for the 10th 

straight year. Consumers earning more than $100,000 

annually were the most likely overall to buy pineapple.

Hispanic shoppers preferred the spiky fruit more 

than those in other ethnic 

groups. Those in the “all other” 

category were the least likely to 

buy pineapple overall, followed 

by those in the lowest income 

bracket. Westerners were more 

likely to pick up pineapple than those in other regions.

When it came to organic purchases, 28% of buyers 

said they purchased organic pineapple at least some of 

the time, a number up seven percentage points from 

last year. Eleven percent of buyers said they always 

bought organic fruit; eight percent said the same last 

year. 

42%  of 

customers 

purchased 

pineapple within 

the past 12 months

Likelihood of purchase based  

on household income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

presence of 

children

Have kids 42%

1 kid  37%

2 kids  43%

3 or more kids 51%
No kids  42%

31%   Less than $25

52% $100*+ 

40% $25-49.9

47% $50-99.9

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on gender

38% 46%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 39%

40-49 47%

50-58 44%

59+ 44%

*Considering primary 
household buyers

Likelihood of purchase based on region

Midwest
40%

South
42%

Likelihood of purchase based on ethnicity

Hispanic .................................................. 50%
Black/African American ...........................43%
White/Caucasian ........................................42%
Asian ...............................................................37%
Other ...............................................................27% 

Types of 

produce 

purchased 

(among 

those who 

bought this 

item)

Conventional 
68%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

17%

Organic
11%

Not 
sure
4%

Northeast
41%

West
46%
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plums
INCOME MATTERS with plum purchases. The 

likelihood of a purchase increased according to income 

for the ninth consecutive year. The same pattern rang 

true when studying age as well – the likelihood of a 

purchase increased as shoppers got older. Consumers 

age 50 and older comprised the 

group most likely to buy plums 

overall.

The likelihood of a plum 

purchase slipped two percentage 

points from Fresh Trends 2017. 

Asian consumers and shoppers age 18-39 were least 

likely overall to buy plums.

Shoppers in the Northeast often represent the region 

most likely to buy plums, and that was the case again 

this year. Midwestern 

consumers were least 

likely to buy.

More than one-

quarter of buyers (28%) 

said they felt comfortable 

selecting ripe plums for 

immediate consumption, but only 15% said they knew 

how to ripen the stone fruit once they got it home.

The likelihood of an exclusively organic plum 

purchase nearly doubled over last year, with 11% of 

buyers saying they always selected organic product. 

Thirty-one percent of buyers said they purchased 

organic plums at least some of the time, a number up 

from 20% in Fresh Trends 2017. 

23%  of 

customers 

purchased plums 

within the past 

12 months

Likelihood of purchase based 

on household income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

presence of 

children

Have kids 23%

1 kid  23%

2 kids  20%

3 or more kids 27%
No kids  23%

18%   Less than $25

28% $100*+ 

24% $25-49.9

23% $50-99.9

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on gender

18% 28%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 17%

40-49 26%

50-58 31%

59+ 29%

*Considering primary 
household buyers

Northeast
27%

Likelihood of purchase based on region

West
24%

Midwest
18%

South
23%

Likelihood of purchase based on ethnicity

Other .........................................................27% 

Black/African American ...........................25%
White/Caucasian ........................................23%
Hispanic .........................................................22% 
Asian ............................................................... 13%

Types of 

produce 

purchased 

(among 

those who 

bought this 

item)

Conventional 
64%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

20%

Organic
11%

Not 
sure
5%
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pomegranates
 THIS BRIGHT RED FRUIT has a steady following: 14% of consumers 

said they purchased pomegranates each year over the past three years. 

Younger consumers are more likely to be drawn to this seeded fruit than 

older shoppers. In fact, consumers age 59 and older were among the least 

likely to buy pomegranates overall.

Shoppers in the West and Northeast were more likely to embrace this hearty 

fruit than those in the middle of the country.

Families with children in the household were more likely to grab this tropical fruit, at 16%, 

than those without kids, at 12%. Families with three or more kids at home were among the most likely to buy 

pomegranates overall, followed by Hispanics.

Seventeen percent of buyers said they always bought organic pomegranates, a number up one percentage point 

from last year. The likelihood of a periodic organic purchase remained the same as last year, with 37% saying they 

bought organic fruit at least some of the time. 

14%  of customers 

purchased 

pomegranates within 

the past 12 months

Likelihood of purchase based  

on household income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

presence of 

children

Have kids 16%

1 kid  17%

2 kids  14%

3 or more kids 21%
No kids  12%

12%   Less than $25

19% $100*+ 

14% $25-49.9

14% $50-99.9

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on gender

13% 16%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 15%

40-49 17%

50-58 14%

59+ 11%

*Considering primary 
household buyers

Northeast
19%

Likelihood of purchase based on region

West
18%

Midwest
10%

South
12%

Likelihood of purchase based on ethnicity

Hispanic .................................................. 24% 
Other ............................................................... 15% 
Asian ............................................................... 17%
White/Caucasian ........................................ 13%
Black/African American ........................... 12%

Types of 

produce 

purchased 

(among 

those who 

bought this 

item)

Conventional 
59%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

20%

Organic
17%

Not 
sure
4%



potatoes
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EVER A CONSUMER FAVORITE, potatoes topped the 

list as the most popular vegetable in the Fresh Trends 

2018 survey. It was also the No. 3 item overall that 

consumers said they purchased. 

But, the likelihood of a potato purchase fell eight 

percentage points from last year — the largest decline of 

any item in the survey. 

This starchy veggie may be the king of side dishes. 

More than three-quarters of all potato buyers admitted 

to using potatoes in that way, while another 64% said 

they used the tubers as an ingredient in a recipe (think 

potato casseroles and gratins). Nearly four in 10 (39%) 

made spuds the star of their meal as the main dish. 

Red potatoes 

inched up in the 

rankings a few points, with 

19% of shoppers saying they preferred reds (16% said so 

last year). But russets are the variety of choice — at 35% 

of shoppers said they preferred this type over the past 

two years. Basic white potatoes were next in popularity, 

followed by the buttery yukon variety. >>>

68%  of customers 

purchased potatoes within 

the past 12 months

Varieties consumers prefer to purchase Ways consumers use potatoes

As an ingredient in a recipe 64%

As a main dish 39%

As an appetizer 20%

As a salad 19%

As a snack 13%

As a side dish  78%

Russet

35%

Red

19%

White

14%

Yukon

9%

No 
preference

18%

Fingerling

2%

Purple

2%

Other

1%

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on household 

income

*Figures in thousands; 

Annual household income

63%   Less than $25

71% 
$100*+ 

68% $25-49.9

69% $50-99.9

Klondike Rose add’s 

a new twist to your 

traditional recipes. It’s 

creamy golden texture 

and buttery flavor is sure 

to please. 

Potandon Produce
The Healthy Potato Company

800-767-6104
To see more varieties, visit

www.klondikebrands.com
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potatoes

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on region

West
64%

Northeast
68%

Midwest
69%

Likelihood of purchase based on ethnicity

White/Caucasian ...................................... 72%

Other ............................................................... 61% 
Black/African American ...........................59%
Hispanic .........................................................59% 
Asian ...............................................................50%

Types of produce purchased 

(among those who bought this item)

Conventional 

69%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

17%

Organic
9%

Not 
sure
5%

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

presence of 

children

Have kids 66%

1 kid  62%

2 kids  68%

3 or more kids 74%
No kids  69%

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on gender

59% 78%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 58%

40-49 74%

50-58 79%

59+ 81%

*Considering primary 
household buyers

Ethnic background plays a role in 

potato purchases, with 71% of Caucasian 

consumers saying they bought the tubers 

in the past year. Asian consumers were 

the least likely to buy potatoes, followed 

by those age 18-39. The age diff erence 

is real with potatoes. The likelihood of 

a purchase increased according to age, 

and this was the sixth straight year that 

consumers age 59 and older were the most 

likely to buy spuds overall.

Southern shoppers were more likely to 

buy potatoes this year than those in other 

regions — Midwestern shoppers claimed the 

top regional spot for the past three years.

Most consumers buy conventionally grown 

potatoes, but 26% said they purchased 

organic product at least some of the time. 

Nine percent of buyers said they always 

bought organic spuds. 

South
70%
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radishes
THE LIKELIHOOD OF A RADISH PURCHASE SLIPPED five 

percentage points from last year. Age and income clearly affect 

radish purchases. Shoppers age 59 and older were the most 

likely to buy the spicy vegetable overall, and these buyers were 

three times more likely to buy radishes than the youngest 

consumers age 18-39. 

Caucasian consumers represent the ethnic group most likely 

to buy radishes, a trend now in its third year. (Black shoppers have 

remained the least likely group to buy for the same amount of time.)

Southern shoppers comprised the region least likely to buy the vegetable.

Three in 10 radish buyers said they purchased organic product at least some of the time, 

a number up five percentage points from last year. The likelihood of an organic-only 

purchase also increased from Fresh Trends 2017. 

15%  of customers 

purchased radishes 

within the past  

12 months

Likelihood of purchase based 

on household income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

presence of 

children

Have kids 13%

1 kid  13%

2 kids  9%

3 or more kids 16%

No kids  18%

11%   Less than $25

23% $100*+ 

16% $25-49.9

14% $50-99.9

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on gender

13% 18%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 9%

40-49 13%

50-58 19%

59+ 31%

*Considering primary 
household buyers

Northeast
18%

Likelihood of purchase based on region

West
16%

Midwest
16%

South
13%

Likelihood of purchase based on ethnicity

White/Caucasian .......................................17%

Asian ............................................................... 17%
Hispanic ......................................................... 15% 
Other ............................................................... 15% 
Black/African American ............................. 7%

Types of 

produce 

purchased 

(among 

those who 

bought this 

item)

Conventional 
66%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

16%

Organic
14%

Not 
sure
4%
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raspberries
THE LIKELIHOOD OF A RASPBERRY PURCHASE remained unchanged 

from last year, at 31%.

This tart berry is popular with affluent consumers and older shoppers. 

The likelihood of a raspberry purchase increased according to both 

factors. Consumers earning $100,000 annually were the most likely to buy 

raspberries overall. 

Women were 12 percentage points more likely to buy the berries than men.

While the fruit is enjoyed by consumers in all regions, Westerners were the most 

likely to snap up raspberries, while Southerners comprised the region least likely to 

buy. Black shoppers and those in the lowest income bracket were the least likely to 

buy raspberries overall.

Twelve percent of buyers said they always selected organic raspberries, while 36% 

said they bought organic product at least some of the time. 

31%  of customers 

purchased raspberries 

 within the past  

12 months

Likelihood of purchase based 

on household income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

presence of 

children

Have kids 32%

1 kid  30%

2 kids  31%

3 or more kids 39%
No kids  29%

18%   Less than $25

43% $100*+ 

27% $25-49.9

37% $50-99.9

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on gender

25% 37%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 28%

40-49 34%

50-58 33%

59+ 33%

*Considering primary 
household buyers

Likelihood of purchase based on region

Northeast
30%

Midwest
33%

South
27%

Likelihood of purchase based on ethnicity

White/Caucasian ...................................... 35%

Hispanic .........................................................24% 
Asian ...............................................................23%
Other ............................................................... 21% 
Black/African American ........................... 16%

Types of 

produce 

purchased 

(among 

those who 

bought this 

item)

Conventional 
59%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

24%

Organic
12%

Not 
sure
5%

West
35%
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salad mix
CONVENIENCE IS THE NAME OF THE GAME with 

this category — consumers grabbed salad mix in bags 

more than any other container. Four in 10 buyers said 

they selected salad mix in a clamshell pack, 

while 14% said they purchased salad in single-

serve bowls in the past year. 

The likelihood of a salad mix purchase 

increased according to income and age. 

In fact, shoppers earning more than $100,000 

annually and those age 59 and older were among the 

most likely overall to buy salad mix. Female shoppers 

were 20 percentage points more likely to buy salads 

than male ones. Caucasian shoppers were most apt to 

buy salad when it came to ethnicity. Asian shoppers, 

who present a strong showing for many other fruits and 

vegetables, were far less likely to buy salad mix than any 

other demographic group. The likelihood of a salad mix 

purchase dipped four points from Fresh Trends 2017.

Variety is key with salad mixes, and consumers are 

happy to mix it up. More than three-fourths 

of salad buyers said they preferred mixed 

greens/spring mix blends and many mixes on 

the market incorporate these types of lettuce. 

Other popular favorites include iceberg mixes, 

romaine, and spinach (which has its own 

category, but consumers still think of it as a salad mix).

Interest in organic salad mix appears to be on 

the rise. Nearly one-third of buyers (32%) said they 

purchased organic salad mix in the past year (last 

year 28% said the same). Twelve percent said they 

always selected organic salad mix, a number up two 

percentage points from last year. 

50%  of 

customers 

purchased salad 

mix within the  

past 12 months

Likelihood of 

purchase based  

on household 

income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

37%   Less than $25

61% $100*+ 

48% $25-49.9

56% $50-99.9

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on gender

41% 61%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 42%

40-49 57%

50-58 59%

59+ 61%

*Considering primary 
household buyers

Likelihood of purchase based on ethnicity

White/Caucasian .................................. 56%
Black/African American .......................... 40%
Hispanic ........................................................ 40% 
Other ...............................................................33% 
Asian ...............................................................23%

Containers consumers prefer to purchase

Bags ...................................................................... 86%

Clear rectangular plastic container ...................... 40%

Single-serve bowls  ....................................................14%

Types of 

produce 

purchased 

(among those 

who bought 

this item)

Conventional 
63%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

21%

Organic
12%

Not 
sure
4%

Varieties consumers prefer to purchase 
Mixed greens/spring mix ...............................78%

Iceberg mix ..................................................................55%

Romaine .......................................................................53%

Spinach ........................................................................ 48%

Other ................................................................................ 1%

Dressing ...............80%

Cheese ......................78%

Croutons ..................75%

Meat to add ............ 62%

Fork ........................... 59%

Napkin ....................  22%

None of these ...........6%

Items accompanying salads purchased 

in single-serve bowls 
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spinach
  HALF OF ALL 

ASIAN SHOPPERS 

SURVEYED said 

they selected spinach 

this year, making them 

among the most likely to buy 

(along with those in the top 

income bracket, those in the Northeast 

and those age 50-58). The likelihood of a purchase 

increased according to income and age. In fact, for the 

second year in a row, consumers earning more than 

$100,000 annually were more than twice as likely to buy 

spinach as those in the lowest income bracket (who, 

coincidentally, were the least likely to buy the salad 

vegetable overall).

Spinach has a strong organic following. Forty-three 

percent of buyers said they bought organic spinach 

at least some of the time (38% said the same last year). 

Families with three or more kids at home and those in 

the “all other” ethnic group were the most likely to make 

a periodic organic spinach purchase. Sixteen percent 

said they always bought organic product. 

40%  of 

customers 

purchased spinach 

within the past 

12 months

Likelihood of purchase based 

on household income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

presence of 

children

Have kids 40%

1 kid  40%

2 kids  36%

3 or more kids 46%
No kids  40%

25%   Less than $25

58% $100*+ 

38% $25-49.9

43% $50-99.9

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on gender

36% 44%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 37%

40-49 40%

50-58 47%

59+ 42%

*Considering primary 
household buyers

Northeast
47%

Likelihood of purchase based on region

West
43%

Midwest
32%

South
39%

Likelihood of purchase based on ethnicity

Asian ........................................................ 50%

White/Caucasian ........................................ 41%
Hispanic ......................................................... 41% 
Black/African American ........................... 31%
Other ...............................................................30% 

Types of 

produce 

purchased 

(among 

those who 

bought this 

item)

Conventional 
53%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

27%

Organic
16%

Not 
sure
4%

Varieties consumers prefer to purchase

Baby ..............................................................................50%

Regular  ...................................................................................25%

No preference .......................................................................25%

As an ingredient in a recipe 55%

As a side dish 40%

As a main dish 19%

As an appetizer 14% 

As a snack 11%

Ways consumers use spinach

As a salad  71%
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sprouts
THESE SMALL SHOOTS have a small but steady following; 10% of 

respondents have said they purchased fresh sprouts in each of the past  

three years.

The likelihood of a purchase increased according to income; shoppers in 

the top income bracket were among the most likely to buy sprouts overall, 

along with Asian shoppers.

For the fifth straight year, Western shoppers were more likely to buy the salad 

vegetable that those in other regions. The likelihood of a purchase increased with 

age, with those age 40 and older being more likely to buy than those age 18-39.

Of those that bought sprouts, nearly half (48%) said they bought organic product 

at least some of the time, making this vegetable the No. 3 item that shoppers 

purchased periodically as organic. Eighteen percent of buyers said they always 

selected organic sprouts. 

10%  of customers 

purchased sprouts 

within the past 12 

months

Likelihood of purchase based  

on household income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

presence of 

children

Have kids 11%

1 kid  11%

2 kids  12%

3 or more kids 11%
No kids  8%

6%   Less than $25

15% $100*+ 

9% $25-49.9

10% $50-99.9

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on gender

10% 10%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 8%

40-49 11%

50-58 12%

59+ 11%

*Considering primary 
household buyers

Likelihood of purchase based on region

Northeast
10%

Midwest
9%

South
9%

Likelihood of purchase based on ethnicity

Asian .........................................................19%

Hispanic .........................................................10% 
White/Caucasian ..........................................9%
Other .................................................................9% 
Black/African American .............................8%

Types of 

produce 

purchased 

(among 

those who 

bought this 

item)

Conventional 
49%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

30%

Organic
18%

Not 
sure
3%

West
11%
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squash
SQUASH PURCHASING TRENDS held steady from last year, with 26% of 

respondents saying they purchased the vegetable over the past two years.

Age plays a role in squash purchases. Consumers age 50 and older were 

the most likely to buy the hearty vegetable overall and, in fact, those age 58 

and older were nearly twice as likely to buy squash as those age 18-39.

Women were more than twice as likely to buy squash as their male 

counterparts.

The likelihood of a purchase increased according to income for the sixth 

consecutive year.

As was the case last year, Midwestern shoppers comprised the region least 

likely to buy squash.

More than two-thirds of squash buyers purchased conventionally grown 

product, as was the case last year. Ten percent of buyers said they always bought 

organic squash, a number down three percentage points from last year.  

26%  of customers 

purchased squash within 

the past 12 months

Likelihood of purchase based  

on household income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

presence of 

children

Have kids 24%

1 kid  20%

2 kids  24%

3 or more kids 37%
No kids  27%

18%   Less than $25

33% $100*+ 

26% $25-49.9

28% $50-99.9

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on gender

17% 36%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 19%

40-49 26%

50-58 34%

59+ 39%

*Considering primary 
household buyers

West
28%

Likelihood of purchase based on region

Northeast
26%

Midwest
22%

South
27%

Likelihood of purchase based on ethnicity

White/Caucasian ...................................... 28%

Hispanic .........................................................27% 
Asian ............................................................... 19%
Black/African American ........................... 18%
Other ............................................................... 18% 

Types of 

produce 

purchased 

(among 

those who 

bought this 

item)

Conventional 
67%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

18%

Organic
10%

Not 
sure
5%
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strawberries
THESE BRIGHT RED BERRIES are among the most popular items in the 

produce department, sitting at the No. 4 spot for fruits and the seventh most 

popular item overall. For the past decade, the likelihood of a strawberry 

purchase has increased according to income.

Kids and adults alike are fond of strawberries. Families with children in the 

household were more likely to buy the red berries, at 63%, than those without 

kids, at 61%. Consumers with three or more children living at home were 

among the most likely to buy strawberries overall, along with female shoppers.

The berries appeal to people in every region and from every age group. 

Consumers age 50-58 were more likely to buy strawberries than those older or younger. And shoppers in the South 

and Midwest were more apt to make a purchase than those in other regions.

The fruit is clearly favored by Caucasian consumers, a trend now in its third year. Asian shoppers were the least 

likely to buy strawberries overall.

One-third of strawberry buyers said they bought organic berries at least some of the time, a number up five 

percentage points from last year. Twelve percent said they always purchased organic strawberries. 

62%  of customers 

purchased strawberries 

within the past  

12 months

Likelihood of purchase based  

on household income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

presence of 

children

Have kids 63%

1 kid  60%

2 kids  61%

3 or more kids 73%
No kids  61%

49%   Less than $25

66% $100*+ 
64% $50-99.9

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on gender

53% 72%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 56%

40-49 69%

50-58 70%

59+ 66%

*Considering primary 
household buyers

Likelihood of purchase based on region

West
58%

Midwest
64%

Northeast
59%

Likelihood of purchase based on ethnicity

White/Caucasian ...................................... 66%

Hispanic ........................................................ 60% 
Black/African American ...........................56%
Other ...............................................................42% 
Asian ...............................................................38%

Types of 

produce 

purchased 

(among 

those who 

bought this 

item)

Conventional

61%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

21%

Organic
12%

Not 
sure
6%

67% $25-49.9 

South
65%
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sweet potatoes
THE LIKELIHOOD OF A SWEET POTATO PURCHASE slipped three 

percentage points from Fresh Trends 2017. However, shoppers showed an 

increased interest in organic sweet potatoes this year. 

Nearly one-third of buyers in Fresh Trends 2018 (32%) said they bought organic sweet potatoes at 

least some of the time; last year only 20% said the same. Eleven percent of buyers said they always purchased 

organic product, a number up two percentage points from last year. 

Older shoppers have a soft spot for these healthy orange tubers, with shoppers age 40 and older among the 

most likely to buy sweet potatoes overall along with those in the South and those earning more than $100,000 

annually. For the last decade the likelihood of a sweet potato purchase has increased according to income.

These spuds are preferred by Caucasian and Black shoppers rather than those from other ethnicities. And while 

consumers without kids were slightly more likely to buy sweet potatoes, the likelihood of a purchase increased 

steadily according to the number of kids in the home. 

38%  of customers 

purchased sweet potatoes 

within the past 12 months

Likelihood of purchase 

based on household 

income

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

presence of 

children

Have kids 37%

1 kid  36%

2 kids  37%

3 or more kids 40%
No kids  39%

29%   Less than $25

46% $100*+ 

40% $25-49.9

41% $50-99.9

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on gender

31% 46%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 29%

40-49 44%

50-58 45%

59+ 53%

*Considering primary 
household buyers

Likelihood of purchase based on region

West
38%

Midwest
30%

Likelihood of purchase based on ethnicity

Black/African American ......................41%

White/Caucasian ....................................... 40%
Hispanic .........................................................38% 
Other ...............................................................27% 
Asian ...............................................................23%

Types of 

produce 

purchased 

(among 

those who 

bought this 

item)

Conventional

64%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

21%

Organic
11%

Not 
sure
4%

South
44%

Northeast
39%
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TOMATOES’ POPULARITY tumbled this year, dropping the 

red vegetable from its spot as the No. 2 vegetable to No. 3 

in Fresh Trends 2018. The likelihood of a tomato purchase 

fell seven percentage points from last year — one of the 

largest year-to-year declines (after potatoes). 

This salad vegetable is clearly a favorite of older 

consumers. For the last fi ve years, consumers age 50 and 

up have been some of the most likely to buy tomatoes. 

This year the range encompasses those 40 and older. In fact, consumers age 

40+ comprised the group most likely to buy tomatoes overall. Southern shoppers 

were also among the most likely to buy. >>>

65%  of customers 

purchased tomatoes 

within the past 

12 months

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on household 

income

*Figures in thousands; 

Annual household income

Likelihood of purchase based 

on presence of children

Have kids 65%

1 kid  62%

2 kids  65%

3 or more kids 70%
No kids  66%

55%   Less than $25

69% $100*+ 

67% $50-99.9

Varieties consumers prefer to purchase

Roma ...........................................................................  20%

Field grown beefsteak or slicers ..................................... 18%

Cherry ..................................................................................... 13%

Heirloom .................................................................................. 7%

Grape ......................................................................................... 7%

Hothouse or greenhouse grown ..................................... 7%

Cluster .....................................................................................  4%

No preference ......................................................................23%

Ways consumers use tomatoes

As an ingredient in a recipe  71%
As a salad 69%

As a side dish 34%

As a snack 31%

As an appetizer 20%

As a main dish 16%

70%
$25-49.9

Indulge Your Customers...
...Harvest Profits

BORDER WAREHOUSES: McALLEN & NOGALES
EMAIL: glen@greenhouseproduce.net

fried@greenhouseproduce.net
PH: 772-492-1992    VERO BEACH, FL

CHECK  

OUT OUR 

Organic &

Greenhouse
OFFERINGS!
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Likelihood of purchase based on region

West
61%

Midwest
61%

Northeast
68%

Likelihood of purchase based on ethnicity

White/Caucasian ...................................... 69%

Black/African American ........................... 61%
Hispanic ........................................................ 60% 

Other .................................48% 
Asian ..................................48%

Types of produce purchased 

(among those who bought 

this item)

Both 
conventional 
and organic

23%

Conventional

61%

Organic
12%

Not 
sure
4%

Consumers earning less than $25,000 annually were 

less likely to buy tomatoes than those earning more.

Romas overtook fi eld grown slicers as the top variety 

consumers said they preferred (last year the two 

varieties tied for the top spot). Cherry tomatoes held 

the No. 3 spot for the second straight year, and other 

varieties were split fairly evenly except cluster tomatoes, 

which were least popular. It bears noting, however, that 

nearly one-quarter of buyers (23%) said they had no 

preference at all when it came to tomato variety.

For years consumers have said that using tomatoes 

in a salad was the No. 1 use — this year for the fi rst 

time shoppers said that their prime usage was making 

tomatoes an ingredient in a recipe (although putting 

them in salads was a close second). Tomatoes see some 

use as a side dish and as a snack, as well.

Thirty-fi ve percent of buyers said they purchased 

organic tomatoes at least some of the 

time, a number up eight percentage 

points from last year. Twelve percent 

of buyers said they always bought 

organic tomatoes.

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on gender

58% 74%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 54%

40-49 75%

50-58 77%

59+ 79%

*Considering primary 
household buyers

South
70%
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CUCUMBERS   TOMATOES      BELL PEPPERS



For more information contact  
sales@sunsetgrown.com
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watermelon
THE LIKELIHOOD OF A WATERMELON purchase 

increased two percentage points from Fresh Trends 2017.

Not surprisingly, shoppers in the South — the prime melon 

growing region — comprised the region most likely to buy the 

red-fleshed melon.

Families with kids clearly love watermelon. Those with children living at 

home were more likely to buy the fruit, at 58%, than those without kids, at 50%. 

Age and income also played a role; the likelihood of a watermelon purchase 

increased according to both factors. Asian shoppers and those who were part of the 

“all other” ethnic group were the least likely to buy overall.

Most buyers select conventionally grown watermelon, but one in 10 chose organic 

product every time they made a purchase last year. Twenty-four percent of buyers 

bought organic at least some of the time. 

54%  of customers 

purchased watermelon 

within the past  

12 months

Likelihood of purchase based  

on household income

Likelihood 

of purchase 

based on 

presence of 

children

Have kids 58%

1 kid  51%

2 kids  58%

3 or more kids 74%
No kids  50%

*Figures in thousands; Annual household income

42%   Less than $25

61% $100*+ 

56% $25-49.9

56% $50-99.9

Likelihood of 

purchase based 

on gender

48% 60%

Likelihood of purchase 

based on age*

18-39 47%

40-49 57%

50-58 64%

59+ 60%

*Considering primary 
household buyers

Likelihood of purchase based on region

West
51%

Midwest
53%

Northeast
51%

Likelihood of purchase based on ethnicity

White/Caucasian ...................................... 56%

Hispanic .........................................................53% 
Black/African American ...........................52%
Other ...............................................................36% 
Asian ...............................................................35%

Types of 

produce 

purchased 

(among 

those who 

bought this 

item)

Conventional

71%

Both 
conventional 
and organic

14%

Organic
10%

Not 
sure
5%

South
58%






